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ABSTRACT 

Web and mobile technologies have had such profound impact that we have 

witnessed significant evolutionary changes in our social, economic and cultural activities. 

In recent years, online social networking sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Google+, and 

LinkedIn have gained immense popularity. Such social networks have led to an enormous 

explosion of network-centric data in a wide variety scenarios, posing unprecedented 

analytical and computational challenges to MIS researchers. At the same time, the 

availability of such data offers major research opportunities in various social computing 

and analytics areas to tackle interesting questions such as   

- From a business and marketing perspective, how to mine the novel datasets of 

online user activities, interpersonal communications and interactions, for 

developing more successful marketing strategies?  

- From a system development perspective, how to incorporate massive amounts of 

available data to assist online users to find relevant, efficient, and timely 

information? 

In this dissertation, I explored these research opportunities by studying multiple 

analytics problems arose from the design and use of social networking services. The first 

two chapters (Chapter 2 and 3) are intended to study how social network can help to 

derive a better estimation of customer lifetime value (CLV), in the social gaming context. 

In Chapter 2, I first conducted an empirical study to demonstrate that friends’ activities 

can serve as significant indicators of a player’s CLV. Based on this observation, I 

proposed a perceptron-based online CLV prediction model considering both individual 
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and friendship information. Preliminary results have shown that the model can be 

effectively used in online CLV prediction, by evaluating against other commonly-used 

benchmark methods. In Chapter 3, I further extended the metric of traditional CLV, by 

incorporating the personal influences on other customers’ purchase as an integral part of 

the lifetime value. The proposed metric was illustrated and tested on seven social games 

of different genres. The results showed that the new metric can help marketing managers 

to achieve more successful marketing decisions in user acquisition, user retention, and 

cross promotion. Chapter 4 is devoted to the design of a recommendation system for 

micro-blogging. I studied the information diffusion pattern in a micro-blogging site 

(Twitter.com) and proposed diffusion-based metrics to assess the quality of micro-blogs, 

and leverage the new metric to implement a novel recommendation framework to help 

micro-blogging users to efficiently identify quality news feeds. Chapter 5 concludes this 

dissertation by highlighting major research contributions and future directions.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of online social networks has been one of the most exciting phenomena 

in the past decade partially due to the increasing proliferation and affordability of Internet 

enabled devices such as personal computers, mobile devices, smart-phones, and tablets. 

This is evidenced by the immense popularity of many online social networks such as 

Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. These social networks have led to a explosion of user-

centric data in a wide variety of scenarios such as online gaming, instant messaging, 

content sharing, among others.  

The enormous growth of social networking sites and user’s engagement in these 

platforms have attracted significant interests from all walks of life. For-profit businesses 

are tapping into social networks as both a rich source of information and business 

execution platform for product design and innovation, consumer and stakeholder 

relations management, and marketing. For politicians and governments, social networks 

represent the ideal information base to gauge public opinion on policies as well as to 

build community support for candidates running for public offices  (Zeng, Wang, & 

Carley, 2007).  

Despite the widespread interest, a significant constraint on an organization to 

realize the full benefit of social networks is the lack of effective data analytics approaches 

to provide them with concrete insights. The social network applications provide 

numerous innovative features as well as a wide availability of novel data sources in the 

forms of linkages, comments, trackbacks, advertisements, tags, among others. From the 

analytical and decision making perspective, the richness of information poses a unique 

class of problems with the needs for efficient data-driven, dynamic decision making; 
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model-driven predictive and real-time analysis; and parameterization and optimization 

over large dynamic networks. 

Social analytics is concerned with developing and evaluating informatics tools and 

frameworks to collect, monitor, analyze, summarize and visualize social network data, 

usually driven by specific requirements from a target application (Zeng, Chen, R., & Li, 

2010). Social analytics research serves two main purposes: 

- to extract useful patterns and intelligence to serve organization needs 

- to facilitate conversations and interactions among online communities 

Following the above research framework, I have primarily employed computational 

modeling and data mining, to study multiple analytics problem concerning the use and 

design of social networking services. Specifically, I have focused on analytics 

applications including information diffusion modeling, customer lifetime value 

calculation, and recommender systems.  

The rise of social gaming has significantly reshaped the revenue generation pattern 

in the gaming industry. Social gaming revenue is primarily generated through three major 

channels – virtual goods, in-gaming advertising, and affiliation marketing. Among them, 

a majority of the revenue is derived from the sale of virtual goods to the players. It is then 

extremely important for the gaming company to effectively estimate the purchasing 

potential of an individual player, so that players with higher potential can be identified as 

early and as accurately as possible. Based on this list of premium players, gaming 

companies can design more targeted promotion/advertising campaigns, or plan a more 

efficient resource allocation (e.g. prioritizing incoming requests and differentiating 

gaming experiences.) 
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In the marketing literature, Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) is defined as the profit 

generating potential or long-run value of an individual customer (Berger & Nasr, 1998; S. 

Gupta et al., 2006; Jackson, 1994; Jain & Singh, 2002; Venkatesan & Kumar, 2004). As 

such, the concept of CLV, is developed as a metric in measuring both the profitability of 

a player in the future and the marketing costs to be spent to retain the player. Previous 

studies on CLV prediction have been proved to be useful for market segmentation and 

resource allocation. However, most of the predictions have estimated the CLV based on 

each individual’s personal data, such as her usage and billing histories. Customers are 

treated independently and connections or communications among them are simply 

ignored, largely due to the lack of relevant data. However, in the social gaming context, 

each player maintains frequent interactions with her in-game friends, and such 

interactions are being continuously recorded. This rich source of interpersonal data 

allows us to predict a player’s CLV using information beyond her isolated personal 

histories.  

My first two chapters are intended to study how social network can help to derive a 

better estimation of customer lifetime value (CLV), particularly in the social gaming 

context. In Chapter 2, I first conducted an empirical study to show that friends’ activities 

can serve as significant indicators of a player’s CLV, including the focal player’s number 

of concurrent playing friends and the average purchase made by the friends. The 

empirical findings point out that the CLV estimation in online social gaming is 

considerably different from the same task in traditional industries such as 

telecommunication and banking, where data about interpersonal interactions are usually 

unavailable. Based on this observation, I proposed a non-linear perceptron-based online 
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CLV prediction model considering both individual and friendship information. 

Perceptron-based approaches have received much attention in recent years for its 

simplicity and flexibility. It has been demonstrated that well-designed perceptrons often 

perform as well as more complex methods such as (incremental) kernel models, at a 

smaller computation cost. Moreover, compared to other more sophisticated methods such 

as SVM, the simplicity of the perceptron allows easier development of online algorithms, 

which is crucial for our large-scale datasets. Preliminary results have shown that the 

model can be effectively used in online CLV prediction, by evaluating against other 

commonly-used benchmark methods.  

Social analytics applications require clearly-defined and measurable metrics 

because many of them must be conducted in settings with an aim to support decisions.  

However, in a broad spectrum of applications, it is challenging to identify appropriate 

metrics and to quantify them. For instance, for social network marketing practitioners, the 

difficulty in measuring the value of word of mouth or referrals can make it especially 

hard to judge the return on investment (ROI). Inspired by the empirical observations 

made in Chapter 2, I further extended the metric of traditional CLV in Chapter 3. Rather 

than treating CLV as the net contribution associated with a single player, the proposed 

metric incorporates personal influences on other players’ purchase as an integral part of 

this player’s life time value. The proposed metric was illustrated and tested on seven 

social games of different genres. The results showed that the new metric can help 

marketing managers to better understand the behavioral drivers of CLV and achieve more 

profitable targeting.  
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Other than social gaming, social analytics also has numerous other social media 

applications. For example, the notion of measuring individual user's network value can be 

extended for assessing the quality of micro-blogs, which can then be applied to develop 

an information diffusion-based recommendation framework. Chapter 4 presents my 

research work on a micro-blogging recommender system. In this chapter, the information 

overload problem was addressed in a micro-blogging application (Twitter.com) from a 

design science perspective. Micro-blogging is now widely accepted by public as an 

important source of real-time information updates, especially during critical emergency 

events. However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find contents of interest from 

micro-blogs generated by the exponentially-expanded micro-blogging community. On 

the occurrence of emergent events, the seeking of accurate and timely information can be 

even harder. I thus studied the problem of navigating micro-blogging users to their 

desired information during emergencies. I proposed to deal with this problem using a 

“diffusion graph” that captures the information diffusion patterns among a large set of 

micro-blogs who play the role of news providers. As such, rather than letting users 

actively perform searches, the aim is to identify a small number of quality “news 

reporters” measured by various diffusion-related scales, and to recommend them to 

information seekers as emergency news feeds.  

The entire recommendation process was formulated as a combinatorial optimization 

problem, for which sub-optimal results can be obtained using heuristics. I have evaluated 

this diffusion-based recommendation framework on Twitter during the early outbreak of 

H1N1 Flu. The results showed that this method resulted in more comprehensive 

recommendations satisfying multiple criteria compared to benchmark approaches. 
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Chapter 5 of this dissertation highlights the major research contributions, and some 

promising future directions that are worth pursuing. 

Figure 1.1 summarizes the major study areas and methodological foundations of my 

research.  

 

Figure 1.1 Research Framework 
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CHAPTER 2. PREDICTING CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE FOR 

ONLINE SOCIAL GAMES PLAYERS 

2.1Introduction 

The gaming industry has gone through significant transitions since the evolution of 

social media. The rise of social gaming is unprecedented, and has gained massive 

popularity on various social network platforms (e.g. Facebook, Quepasa, and Xiaonei) 

and mobile network devices (e.g. iPhone and Android.). It was reported that nearly 55% 

of Facebook users played social games on a daily basis (Goad, 2010). This percentage 

was found to be even higher in other gaming-oriented social networks such as 78% for 

Xiaonei.com  (XU, 2009). One of the most popular social games, FarmVille, has attracted 

players that outnumber real farmers in the US by a ratio of 80 to 1 (Patel, 2011). 

According to a recent report (Kuittinen, 2013), social gaming on the mobile platform is 

now generating more revenue than the revenue generated by traditional portable consoles.  

The rising popularity of social gaming has catalyzed tremendous revenue growth. 

The worldwide social gaming market has grown from $4.94 billion in 2011, to $6.20 

billion in 2012. The projected figures are expected to continue to rise, reaching an 

estimation of $8.64 billion in 2014 (Rudolph, 2013). Gaming companies are tapping into 

this sizable revenue stream through three primary channels – virtual goods, in-game 

advertising and affiliation marketing. Among them, a majority of the revenue is derived 

from the sale of virtual goods. The virtual goods are accessories for the games that can 

enhance a player’s capabilities. For instance, a tractor or high yield seeds could be a 

useful accessory for a farmer in Happy Farm. The accessories can be purchased through 
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in-game virtual currency. Players can also earn points by completing missions and then 

consume these points. 

The revenue breakdown from virtual goods buyers reveals a strong scale-free 

pattern, as indicated by the fact that less than 5% of a game’s paying users would 

typically account for up to 60% of the virtual goods revenue (2013). The percentage of 

non-paying players, though varied in different genres of games (e.g. pay-to-play, free-to-

play, and freemium), is usually above 80%. While previous studies on social gaming 

have mostly focused on discovering behavioral patterns of players such as their 

engagements and interactions (Ben  Kirman et al., 2010), few analyses have been 

performed to identify the linkages between these empirical observations and the revenue 

generation process. In this study, we propose a quantitative modeling framework to 

interpret and predict the lifetime in-app purchase revenue. To be more specific, we have 

adopted a commonly used metric in the marketing literature – Customer Lifetime Value 

(CLV), and extended it in the social gaming scenario. Empirically, we have observed that 

for certain games that enable interactions among their players, the friends’ activities of 

the player under study can serve as powerful indicators of CLV. We next show that our 

CLV prediction task is considerably different from the one in traditional industries such 

as telecommunication and banking (Mani, Drew, Betz, & Datta, 1999). As such, we 

propose an online prediction framework using the non-linear perceptron to better serve 

the CLV prediction task.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we reviewed the 

prior literature on CLV in different fields and discussed the unique challenges of CLV 

prediction for online social gaming. We then employed an empirical study in Section 2.3, 
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and performed regression analysis to discover useful predictors of CLV. In Section 2.4, 

we discussed our non-linear perceptron-based prediction framework, and evaluated it 

using the real dataset against other popular benchmark solutions. Finally, conclusions and 

future directions are discussed in Section 2.5.  

 

2.2Literature Review 

In social gaming, it is extremely important for gaming companies to effectively 

estimate the revenue generating potential of an individual player, so that players with 

higher potential can be identified as early and as accurately as possible. Gaming 

companies can design more targeted promotion/advertising campaigns, or plan a more 

efficient resource allocation (e.g. prioritizing incoming requests and differentiating 

gaming experiences) based on this list of high-spending players.  

The optimal assessment of the value of a player is the key to the success of player-

centric targeting and resource allocation. This calls for identifying a quantifiable metric 

to evaluate the worth of individual player to the gaming companies. Various heuristic 

metrics have been used by the marketing practitioners, including retention, and 

monetization value. Retention describes how involved the player is with the game. A k-

day retained player means this player has played the game on the k
th

 day since her first 

install. The value of a player is then proportional to her average retention rate (on a daily 

or weekly basis) in a certain time range.  

Another commonly-used indicator of the value of the players is their monetization 

value, which is the average or total amount that the player spends on the in-app purchase 

of virtual goods. Past monetization value is frequently used based on the assumption that 
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the past performance of the player indicates their future level profitability. As such, an 

extrapolation of the results of past transactions is a measure of customer’s value in the 

future.  

While these metrics have been extensively adopted across the gaming industry, the 

use of them is not without limitations. First, these methods do not incorporate the 

expected cost of acquiring and maintaining the player. In addition, these methods are not 

forward looking and do not consider whether a player is going to be active and profitable 

in the future. They consider only the observed gaming and purchase behavior and 

extrapolate it to the future to arrive at the expected profitability of player. As a result, 

gaming companies would find that the players are valued more than the profit they bring 

in by using these overly-simplified metrics.  

In the marketing literature, CLV is defined as the profit generating potential or 

long-run value of an individual customer (Etzion, Fisher, & Wasserkrug, 2005). It takes 

into account the total financial contribution – i.e., revenues minus costs – of a customer 

over his or her entire lifetime with the company and therefore reflects the future 

profitability of the customer. As such, the counterpart of CLV in the gaming industry, the 

player lifetime value (PLV), is developed as a more relevant metric in measuring both the 

profitability of a player in the future and the marketing costs to be spent to retain the 

player.  Previous studies in social gaming have mainly focused on identifying the 

behavioral patterns of social gamers. For instance, Kirman and Lawson (Ben   Kirman & 

Lawson, 2009) conducted the social network analysis, and showed that the growth of the 

player-base follows a power law distribution, and eventually results in a scale-free player 

network. However, there has been limited published work devoted to the individual 
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revenue prediction for social gaming. To our knowledge, our work represents the first 

study along this direction.  

2.2.1 A brief review of CLV literature  

Considerable research has been conducted for estimating the CLV in the marketing 

literature. Two major approaches can be identified, namely, an aggregate-level method 

and an individual-level one. The aggregate-level method first calculates the sum of 

lifetime values of all the customers, and then obtains the average CLV by dividing the 

sum by the total number of customers. In (V Kumar, 2008) Kumar et.al. proposed the 

metric of Customer Equity (CE) to represent the economic value of a company, which is 

calculated as: 

 

1 1

1

1

where

  customer equity of customer base in $ sum of individual lifetime values

  Contribution margin in time period 

 discount rate

  customer index

  time period
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  the number of time periods for which CE is being estimatedT 

 

Note that the aggregation of CLV is not limited to the company level. In (Hwang, 

Jung, & Suh, 2004), cohorts or segments of customers can also be used as the basis of 

estimation.  

Average CLV is most useful for CLV estimation in the absence of customer-level 

data. In that case, individual information can only be deduced from general reports about 

approximate gross contribution margin, marketing and advertising spending. Average 
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CLV can be used for assessing the marketing value of the company and the profitability 

of customers. However, it has limited use as a metric for allocation of resources across 

customers because it does not capture customer variations, which is the basis for us to 

develop customer-centric strategies.   

CLV can also be calculated individually as the sum of cumulated cash flows of a 

customer over his or her entire lifetime with the company. Along this direction, there 

exist two major methods, namely, a parametric modeling approach with theoretical 

foundations in statistics and marketing research, and a non-parametric modeling approach 

based on machine learning.  

In the first approach, CLV can be expressed in its general form as a function of the 

predicted contribution margin, the propensity for a customer to continue in the 

relationship, and the marketing cost spent on the player (optional) (see equation below) 

it it

1

(Future contribution margin - Future cost )

(1 )

where

  customer index 

  time index 

  the number of time periods considered for estimating CLV

  discount rate

T

i t
t

CLV
d

i

t

T

d
















 

One of the prevailing parametric CLV models is based on the Hazard model(Rosset, 

Neumann, Eick, & Vatnik, 2003)(or hazard function) that indicates the probability ( )ih t  

of cancellation of service at a given t. A hazard function can be converted to a survival 

function, which plots the probability ( ) ( 1) (1 ( ))i i iS t S t h t    . CLV for a specific 
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customer i is computed as: 
1

( ) ( ) / (1 )
T t

i it
S t v t d


   where ( )iv t  is the expected value of 

customer i at time t.  

The other approach exploits data mining and machine learning methods, which are 

mostly non-parametric in nature. For instance, Mani et. al. (Mani, et al., 1999) proposed 

neural network techniques for modeling the CLV of cell phone users. In (Giuffrida, Chu, 

& Hanssens, 2000), the authors reported a multivariate decision tree induction algorithm 

which outperformed a logit model in identifying the best customer targets for cross-

selling purposes. For a comprehensive review of the CLV modeling, interested readers 

can refer to (S. G. Gupta et al., 2006). 

Previous studies on CLV prediction have been proved to be useful for market 

segmentation and resource allocation. However, most of the predictions have estimated 

the CLV based on each individual’s personal data, such as her usage and billing histories. 

Customers are treated independently and their connections and communications are 

simply ignored, largely due to the lack of relevant data. However, in the social gaming 

context, each player maintains frequent interactions with her virtual friends, and such 

interactions are continuously recorded. This rich source of interpersonal data allows us to 

predict a player’s CLV using information beyond her isolated personal histories. In other 

words, a player’s friends’ activities could as well be effective predictors potentially. We 

thereby hypothesize that by considering such external inputs from friends, the CLV 

prediction can be carried out in a more holistic and robust manner with better accuracy. 

In the next section, we briefly describe the data set used for our analysis, and then report 

our empirical findings.  
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2.3Empirical Results 

We have used anonymized player log files obtained from one popular social game 

running on a major Chinese social network platform. The raw log files contain URLs 

describing player activities from the game’s launch date in May 2010 to Jul 2010.  In 

total, 5,029,410 unique players and 2,107,028,336 URLs comprised this 113GB 

compressed dataset. Available data elements include player profiles, game installation 

time and referral source, and in-app purchases details (i.e., time, item, value). We first 

removed duplicated and erroneous URLs, and parsed useful elements and stored them 

into a relational database.  

After the data cleansing, we selected players who had installed the game within the 

first month after the game launch. The one-month limit was applied to reduce the number 

of right-censored cases, such that current ongoing players were largely excluded from the 

sample. For the sampled players, we continued to collect their two-month personal 

gaming histories after their respective installation dates. Our objective is to discover 

useful features that are indicative of CLV. We noted that for the social game under study, 

players are usually actively engaged in the first week after the installation, and complete 

a majority of the purchases within the first month (Figure 2.1 (a)). Based on this 

observation, we calculated the first month in-app purchase revenue for each sampled 

player as an approximation of her entire CLV. Moreover, we extracted each player’s 

first-week features as independent variables, which include players’ demographic 

information, installation and purchase information, among others. Please see Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 List of Features Used in the Analyses 

Feature Description Category 

GNDR Player’s gender (dummy variable, value = 1 for female players) 

Individual features 

AGE 

INSTM 

Player’s age 

The hours between app installation and game launch time 

RQTSD 

EARLYPLV 

Number of page request submitted by the player 

Total in-app purchase revenue within the 1
st
 week after app installation 

NUMFRPL Number of friends playing the focal game 
Network features 

AVGFRPLV Average in-app purchase revenue of the player’s friends  

PLV Total in-app purchase revenue in 2
nd

 ~ 4
th
 weeks after app installation Dependent variable 

Note: Since EARLYPLV is included as an independent variable, we excluded the first week’s payment 

from the dependent variable (PLV). 

 

 

The game under study has been designed with components that encourage players’ 

interactions, which can be reflected by the following observation. Figure 1(b) illustrates 

the number of new players referred by existing players (through invitation) versus the 

number of non-referred new players over time. As we can observe that, in the initial 6 

weeks, the number of non-referred new installs was higher than that of the referred 

installs. However, non-referred install started to decay afterwards, which was quickly 

outnumbered by the referred install. Inspired by this result, we have thus considered 

using friends’ installation and purchase information as additional network features for 

CLV prediction (Table 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1 (a) Daily in-app purchase after installation (b) Aggregated weekly app 

installation 

The complete regression model considers both individual and network feature sets, 

and is estimated as follows:  

0 1 2 3 4 5PLV  +  GNDR +  AGE +  INSTM +  RQTSD +  EARLYPLV     
 

6 7+  NUMFRPL +  AVGFRPLV +   
 

Two reduced-form models were also examined. Reduced-form 1 only includes the 

individual features, whereas reduced-form 2 only includes EARLYPLV and network 

(a) 

(b) 
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features. By comparing the complete model and reduced-form 1, we could estimate the 

effect of network features on the CLV. In addition, there existed players with undisclosed 

gender and age information, and they were excluded in the estimation of the complete 

model and reduced-form 1. As such, we estimated reduced-form 2 for testing the model 

robustness. The OLS results for the three models are presented in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 OLS Results 

 Complete Model Reduced-Form 1 Reduced-Form 2 

coefficient p-value coefficient p-value coefficient p-value 

Intercept 0.613 0.796 0.613 0.796 92.976 0.000 *** 

GNDR 21.080 0.000 *** 20.984 0.000 ***   

AGE 377.200  0.054 * 376.062 0.054 *   

INSTM -0.163 0.002 ** -0.162 0.002 **   

RQTSD 0.059 0.107 .  0.048 0.062 *   

EARLYPLV 0.765 0.000 *** 0.766 0.000 *** 0.975 0.000 *** 

NUMFRPL 2.283 0.294   3.579 0.282 

AVGFRPLV 0.117 0.001 **   0.214 0.000 *** 

DF 128,126 128,126 277,490 

Adjusted R
2
 0.278 0.229 0.254 

*p < .10, **p < .05, ***p < .001  

 

As expected, the early purchase is a significant indicator of the player’s CLV. 

Players who spend more money during the first week tend to yield more revenue in the 

following weeks. The number of a player’s page requests (RQTSD), which can be 

deemed as a measure of user engagement, only has marginal effect on the dependent 

variable. In other words, players could be highly engaged in those free features without 

paying a dime for the game.  

We found mixed results on the network features. The average in-app purchase 

revenue of a player’s friends is a highly significant indicator of this player’s CLV (p 

<0.001), but the number of friends who play the same game is not. This implies that a 

high-CLV player might not have a large number of in-game friends. But these friends, if 
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exist, tend to be high-CLV players of the game as well. Now, by comparing the complete 

and the reduced-form 1 model, we notice an increased adjusted R
2
value from 22.9% to 

27.8%. This strongly supports the idea of considering network features as model 

predictors.  

Similar results were obtained from the estimation of reduced-form 2. We next use 

the backward elimination method to select a set of significant features and feed them as 

the inputs to the CLV prediction discussed in the next section.  

 

2.4 A Preceptron-Based Prediction 

CLV prediction can involve arbitrarily large amounts of continuous incoming data. 

In addition, unlike traditional video games, frequent feature releases and marketing 

campaigns in social gaming can dramatically affect players’ old behaviors. As such, 

online learning algorithms are considered as any feedback from the players can be 

immediately used to update the current model, and the incoming data need not to be 

stored in memory. As a general online learning framework, we chose the perceptron 

algorithm (Witten & Frank, 2005). Perceptron-based approaches have received much 

attention in recent years for its simplicity and flexibility. Like support vector machines 

(SVM) and other methods, perceptron can learn non-linear models by means of kernel 

functions in dual algorithms, or by means of higher-order feature mappings in the primal 

form, or again by means of multilayer architectures. It has been demonstrated that well-

designed perceptrons (i.e. including regularization, marginal functions) often perform as 

well as more complex methods such as (incremental) kernel models, at a smaller 

computational cost (Ciaramita, Murdock, & Plachouras, 2008; Witten & Frank, 2005). 
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Moreover, compared to other more sophisticated methods such as SVM, the simplicity of 

the perceptron allows easy customization, which is crucial in large scale settings.  

2.4.1 Perceptron Implementation 

We investigated two perceptron implementations for CLV prediction: classification 

and non-linear regression. The general framework involves the following elements. The 

d-dimensional input dx is a vector of individual and network features extracted from 

the first m weeks. Each input 
ix is associated with a response value { 1, 1}iy     

indicating the player’s future n-week CLV after normalization. By using the combination 

of m = 1 and n = 3, our model can be built as early as 28 days after the launch of the 

game. On the tht  day, the perceptron receives the training data from the backend ETL on 

an hourly basis. The incremental training data is a random sample of players who 

installed the game exactly t-28 days ago in the same hour. By limiting the sample size, 

the weights updating process can be guaranteed to finish in less than 5 minutes. The 

model receives no updates until the next hour, and will be used to predict the next 3-week 

spending for each player who installed the game exactly t-7 days ago in the same hour.  

In the task of classification, the input whose n-week CLV is known to be lower than 

a given threshold is associated with 1 , referred to as class 
0y . The rest of the inputs is 

associated with 1 , also referred to as class 
1y . In the task of non-linear regression, we 

do not perform such a binary mapping. The goal of learning is to find a set of weights, 

used to assign a score ( ; )iF x   such that ( ; )iF x  is close to the actual value iy . The 

binary output of the classification will serve the front-end to determine whether the 

promotion ads should be placed, when the user logins the landing page of the game. The 
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numerical output of the non-linear model will be used as a reference to further determine 

the discount rate of the promotion.  

2.4.1.1 Binary Classification 

We use binary perceptron with margins (Yaoyong Li, 2002) for the task of 

classification. The basic perceptron is extended by using averaging and adding an uneven 

margin function. Averaging is a method for regularizing the classifier by using – for 

prediction after training – the average weight vector of all perceptron models posited 

during training. The margin function is an improvement to the standard perceptron 

algorithm as a generalization solution (M. Mézard, 1987). For standard perceptron 

algorithm, the parameters   is updated only when the response value 
iy is incorrectly 

classified. Perceptron algorithm with margins (PAM) is more conservative in updating 

rules. Rather than notifying only misclassified training examples, the PAM updates until 

( ; )i iy F x   , where    is a fixed parameter chosen before learning. The effect of 

 is that the upper bound on the number of updates until convergence increases by a 

factor of approximately   (Yaoyong Li, 2002).  

The uneven margin function is a further improvement to the regular one. It is well 

suited to the cases in which the distribution of classes is unbalanced. The idea is to 

consider the positive and negative margin separately. In our dataset, low-CLV players 

(
0y ) significantly outnumbered high-CLV players (

1y ), and it is much more important to 

correctly classify positive examples than to correctly classify negative examples. The 

uneven margin function helps to push learning towards achieving a larger margin on the 

positive class.  
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We learn from the training data. The model has two adjustable parameters. The first is 

the number of instances T to use in training, or the number of passes (epochs) over the 

training data. The second concerns the uneven margin function, for which we define a 

constant 
1 used in training to define a margin on the positive class. While training, an 

error is made on a positive instance x if 
1 1( ; )iy F x   ; the parameter on the negative 

class 
0 0   and is effectively ignored. The learning rule is: 1t t

i iy x     , where   is 

the learning rate, which affects the magnitude, or speed, of the changes in weight space. 

 

2.4.1.2Multilayer Regression 

One limitation of the classification above is that the binary outputs cannot be used 

for ranking of players by their CLV. Moreover, the model itself is limited to a linear 

solution. To better utilize the expressive power of the perceptron approach, we also 

experiment a multilayer regression model. The topology of multilayer perceptrons 

includes at least one non-linear activation layer between the input and the output layers. 

Multi-layer networks with sigmoid non-linear layers can generate arbitrarily complex 

contiguous decision boundaries. Our implementation is a fully-connected three-layer 

network with the following structure: 

1. Input layer: d units 1 2, ,..., dx x x  plus a constant input 0 1x   

2. Hidden layer: n units 
1 2, ,..., nh h h  plus a constant unit 

0 1h   

3. Output layer: one unit y 

4. Weight vector: 2 n  plus a bias unit 2

0  

5. Weight matrix: 1 d n   plus a bias vector 1

0

n   
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Supervised training begins with an untrained network initiated with each edge 

associated with a randomly initialized weight. The goal of the learning is to update these 

weights using the backpropagation algorithm (Witten & Frank, 2005), and to train a non-

linear function to predict y.  

An input pattern 
ix is selected, its score computed with a feed-forward pass and 

compared to the true value 
iy . Then the parameters are adjusted to bring the score closer 

to the actual value of the input pattern. The error E on an input
ix  is the squared 

difference between the predicted and the actual value. After each iteration t, t  is 

updated component-wise to 1t   by taking a step in weight space which lowers the error 

function: 

1 E
+ = -t t t t

t
    



 
 


 

2.4.2 Evaluation 

We next benchmarked our perceptron model on a real prediction task, yielding 

results comparable to linear regression and regression tree. Given the three-month dataset, 

we used these models to simulate the hourly prediction process in the first week of June, 

2010, by using the significant features as identified in the previous section. The 

prediction accuracy is measured by the mean squared error (MSE), which is subsequently 

normalized against a naïve predictor which predicts the target value as the mean value of 

the training data (NMSE). The smaller the NMSE, the better the prediction is. The 

evaluation results are shown in Figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2 Evaluation Results Measured by Daily Average NMSE 

We observe that the average improvement against the naïve prediction is around 

15%.  The low prediction accuracy reflects a degree of uncertainty about the causal 

linkage between the inputs and the response variable. However, the non-linear perceptron 

model consistently outperforms the other two methods by 4.3% on average. In addition, 

the network features are found to be able to improve the prediction accuracy, in particular 

in the early stage of the model development, when the number of training instances is 

small. Such performance gaps gradually decreases when more training data become 

available in the later days. Lastly, the continuously increased training instances could 

lead to the overfitting problem. In practice, we address this overfitting problem by 

keeping the most 6 recent end-of-day perceptrons. The final prediction is thus obtained 

by performing a weighted average (voting weight) over all the predictions made recently 

(Witten & Frank, 2005).  
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2.5 Conclusion and Future Direction 

2.5.1 Contributions 

In this chapter, we studied the problem of PLV prediction for online social games. 

We empirically demonstrated that friends’ activities could be useful predictors of a 

player’s lifetime value. We next proposed an online PLV prediction algorithm using the 

non-linear perceptron model which has been demonstrated in existing works to perform 

as well as more complex methods such as (incremental) kernel models, at a smaller 

computational cost. Evaluations of the model on the real data against other benchmark 

methods have shown promising results.  

2.5.2 Future Work 

This study presents considerable opportunities for future research.  

First, more extensive tests are needed to assess the generalizability of the 

conclusion. Empirical tests and comparisons can be conducted on games with different 

genres such as casual games versus hardcore games, and with different mode of games, 

i.e., single-player games versus multi-player games. 

Second, one of the drawbacks of the proposed prediction model is that it needs 

months of training data before prediction. The model could be greatly enhanced if 

forecasts would be available sooner. One future direction is to implement an adaptive 

approach which incorporates static game attributes, such as the size and revenue 

performance of producing company, game genre, and data from other existing games 

with established user logs to make initial forecasts for a newly launched game, and 

incrementally adjust the prediction as more data are becoming available for the new game. 
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Last but not least, the PLV metric represents a simplistic and isolated view of the 

value generation, since it overlooks the interpersonal interactions and influence among 

players. As we empirically observed that interpersonal interactions within the game could 

provide additional useful information for predicting individual player's lifetime value, we 

believe that these interactions can provide a better understanding of the major driving 

forces of the revenue. For example, certain light spenders in the game who are influential 

to their heavy spending friends are unlikely to be targeted before, due to their low 

spending. However, we argue that these players should be placed with stronger emphasis, 

for their invisible value from referring and retaining other “whale” players, namely, their 

network values. In the next chapter, we attempt to address this issue by proposing a 

network-based customer lifetime value metric. 
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CHAPTER 3. NETWORK-BASED PLAYER LIFETIME VALUE FOR 

ONLINE SOCIAL GAMES 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, we discussed the use of CLV in social gaming space, and developed 

an online CLV prediction system for estimating the CLV of social game players. We 

show that the CLV measurement provides a useful means for segmenting, selecting, and 

retaining customers. However, this metric, representing a simplistic and isolated view of 

value generation, is limited as it overlooks the interpersonal influences and relationships 

among customers. In reality, interactions such as word of mouth (WOM) advertising and 

referral marketing play an important role in online customer’s decision making and 

purchase behavior (e.g. tweeting on Twitter about an experience with an organization or 

brand or writing about a product on a Facebook friend’s wall.) Specifically in the social 

gaming context, invites and notifications from friends become a primary method for 

players to interact around. For example, the “gifting” feature as implemented in many 

popular social games like Cityville and Farmville has been proved to be a powerful 

design for new user acquisition. Additionally, social games usually feature multi-player 

and asynchronous game play features. They allow players to co-play with other 

individuals, in the form of partnership, competition or rivalry. The rich form of social 

interactions of social gaming significantly enriches the gaming experience and has 

substantial impacts on the process of value generation.  

The traditional notion of CLV roots from the monetary value of  the player, i.e., the 

in-game purchase revenue. As such, the derived user acquisition strategy focuses heavily 

on the so-called “whale” players, who are the big spenders with direct contribution to the 
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game revenue. However, we argue that interpersonal connections within the game should 

not be overlooked as they could provide additional useful information for a better 

understanding of the major driving forces of the revenue. Intuitively, certain light 

spenders in the game that are unlikely to be targeted before, should be placed with 

stronger emphasis, for their invisible value from their referring and retaining other 

“whale” players, namely, their network values.  

Among the growing literature on CLV, researchers have presented various 

calculation models. However, very few of them consider social relationships in their 

models, mostly because of the difficulty of collecting social relationship data efficiently. 

In this chapter, we propose a network-based CLV metric which considers the influence 

on purchase by others as an integral part of this customer’s CLV based on the empirical 

results we have obtained from the previous chapter. In particular, we apply the model in 

the social gaming context to demonstrate its usability. The rich form of social interactions 

in the social gaming context makes it an ideal platform for evaluating the proposed model.  

In the next section, we briefly review the CLV literature with consideration of 

referral value. We then discuss the limitations of the proposed extended CLV metrics on 

the task of assessing individual customer's overall value contribution. In Section 3.3, we 

proposed the new metric of network-based CLV as a more generalized extension of the 

traditional CLV definition, and identified the new computational challenge of influence 

inference introduced by the proposed metric. In Section 3.4, we proposed an Influence 

Factor Model to address the issue of influence inference, and then implemented an 

approximation algorithm for influence parameter estimation. In Section 3.5, we applied 

the proposed NCLV metric in the task of customer targeting, and demonstrated the use of 
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the new metric to help marketing decision makings. In Section 3.6, we discussed the 

contributions and future directions of this line of work. 

 

3.2 Literature Review 

3.2.1 Prior CLV Literature with Consideration of Referral Value 

Although WOM and referral behavior have been studied in the marketing literature, 

only a few studies have considered them explicitly in the estimation of CLV.P. 

Domingos and M. Richardson (Domingos & Richardson, 2001) are among the first set of 

researchers who studied the network value of customers. They used the Markov random 

field to model the user network, and to calculate the expected profit of a customer by 

considering other customers he or she may influence, recursively.  V. Kumar et. al. 

discussed a similar problem in (V Kumar, Petersen, & Leone, 2010). Instead of using a 

unified metric like Domingos and Richardson, Kumar and his colleagues proposed one 

additional metric – customer referral value (CRV) – specifically used for quantifying 

each customer’s value of inviting people who would not have become customers if they 

had not been referred. The metric of CRV is used jointly with the tradition CLV 

definition in practice. It is advised that different customers with different CLV and CRV 

combinations should be strategically targeted. In (Hogan, Lemon, & Libai, 2003), J. E. 

Hogan et. al. showed how the value of a lost customer changes throughout the product 

life cycle. The empirical findings show that the loss of an early adopter costs the firm 

much more than the loss of a later adopter because of the varied degrees of customer 

influence. The authors also developed a customer profitability model which accounts for 

the social effects that influence future customer acquisition. In a recent publication (Ho, 
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Li, Park, & Shen, 2012), T. Ho et. al. developed a modeling framework for quantifying 

the CLV in the diffusion of new product where social contagion is prevalent. The model 

decomposed the CLV into purchase value (PV) and influence value (IV), and assigned 

the value for customers in two different customer segments: influentials or imitators 

(Van den Bulte & Joshi, 2007). 

The prior studies have greatly advanced the development and application of the 

metric of network-based CLV.  However, they have several limitations, making it 

inapplicable to apply them to the social gaming context. For instance, Domingos and 

Richardson’s (Domingos & Richardson, 2001) model does not assume an underlying 

CLV distribution and can only be used to model durable goods for which the transaction 

is non-repetitive. Kumar et. al. (V Kumar, et al., 2010) defined the metric of lifetime 

reference value (CRV) in his paper. Customer A’s CRV is associated with the total CLV 

of all new customers referred by A. These customers would not have adopted the product 

if A hadn’t made the referral. The CRV metric takes into account the referral behavior as 

the only customer relationship. Finally, the metrics proposed in (Hogan, et al., 2003) and 

(Ho, et al., 2012) are average CLV in nature rather than individual CLV. The result 

cannot be used to help marketing managers to rank customers for resource allocation and 

advertisement targeting.  

We summarized prior CLV literature with consideration of referral value to the 

following taxonomy.  
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Table 3.1 Literature on CLV with consideration of referral value 

 

Durable goods  Consumable goods  

Product adoption 

Binary outcome  

Purchase value 

Continuous outcome  

Without 

network 

structure  

Conceptual 

formulation 
Rogers (1995) Bayon et. al. (2002)  

Explicit 

formulation  

Bass (1969) 

Ho et. al. (2012)  
Hogan et. al. (2003) 

With 

network 

structure  

Conceptual 

formulation  
Krackhardt (1996)  Hosseini & Albadvi (2010)  

Explicit 

formulation 

Domingos & Richardson 

(2001) 

Kumar et. al. (2010) 

Weinberg & Berger (2011) 

 

3.2.2 Limitation of Existing Work for the Online Social Gaming Context 

The focus of the existing literature of customer influence values is mostly on offline 

purchases, for which the user interaction data is limited to the referral or invitation.   

Their proposed models are not able to capture influence that comes from a myriad of 

other types of interactive activities, such as conversation, collaboration, and competition. 

Since social influence is meant to come from both referrals and other types of interactive 

activities, a metric which is able to assess the total influence value is crucial to develop a 

deeper understanding of a customer's overall long term value contribution. 

In the context of online social gaming, the rich form of social interactions not only 

enriches the game experience, but also creates opportunities for us to reassess the 

network-based CLV metric. This underlying change makes the models in the prior 

literature inapplicable to the social gaming. Here we use the game Draw Something as a 

more concrete example to further illustrate our point.  
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Draw Something is a game that two players alternate turns between drawing a 

picture to convey the guessword for her partner to guess. The game is free to install and it 

generates revenue by providing advanced drawing tools (e.g. more colors available to 

choose from.) Now suppose player A initiates the game with player B, and B accepts A’s 

invitation. One special case is that A quits the game afterwards, hence no interactions are 

occurred between A and B. Instead, B played the drawing/guessing game with C, and 

purchased the virtual drawing tool during the course of interaction. Despite the successful 

referral, A contributes little in retaining B in this example. On the contrary, C plays an 

important role in keeping B engaged in the game. From the marketing perspective, player 

C would also be a valuable target worth of some marketing incentives so as to keeping B 

to stay. As such, to access the overall value contribution of player C, we need a more 

integrative model capture her influence eventuated during B’s recurring purchases.  

 

3.3Model Development and Measurement 

3.3.1 Measurement of Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) 

Our work extends the model developed by Kumar et. al. (V. Kumar, Venkatesan, 

Bohling, & Beckmann, 2008).We chose this model because it assumes a non-contractual 

setting, which is generally the case in the social gaming. This model proposes that the 

customers never terminate their relationship with a firm. A customer can return to 

purchase from a firm after a temporary dormancy, and when the customer returns to the 

relationship they retain the memory about the prior relationship with the firm. Under this 

assumption, Kumar’s model calculates the customer lifetime value (CLV) as the expected 
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future profitability of a customer on the basis of behavioral and demographic customer 

information, as represented in the following equation: 
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(Equation 3.1) 

Computation of CLV requires predictions on three aspects: (a) the level of 

marketing contacts directed towards customer i in time period t ( ˆ t

iMC in Equation 3.1), (b) 

the probability that a customer would purchase in each time period t ( ( 1)t

ip Pay  in 

Equation 3.1), and (c) the contribution provided by the customer in each time period 

( ˆ t

iCM  in Equation 3.1). The three aspects involved in the computation of CLV are 

inherently correlated, thus can be estimated jointly through a “seemingly unrelated 

regression” – based model structure (V. Kumar, et al., 2008). 

By incorporating the probability of a customer being active in the future, the future 

contribution margin, and the marketing costs to be spent to retain the customer, the CLV 

measure provides a valuation of individual customer's long term profitability. 

3.3.2 Model Extension - Network-based Customer Lifetime Value (NCLV) 

As discussed earlier in Section 3.2.2 , the CLV-CRV model (V Kumar, et al., 2010) 

is not capable of assessing individual's overall value contribution in the context where 

observable interactions other than referral influence user purchase activities. Therefore, 
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we propose the Network-Based Customer Lifetime Value (NCLV) metric to quantify the 

overall long term value of a customer.  

Specifically, for a customer i, we define  

1(1 )

: the network-based customer lifetime value of custome i 
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Based on the CLV model defined in Section 3.3.1, we define the more specific 

model of NCLV as follow: 
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(Equation 3.3) 

Our definition of NCLV for each individual player i includes an estimation of the 

CLV of all players influenced by i. For each of these players, a fraction of the CLV that is 

proportional to the influence received, will be credited back to the NCLV of the 

influencer, i. Certainly, the calculation of NCLV introduces increased computational 
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complexity. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, Marketing costs, probability of purchase, and 

contribution margin can be estimated jointly through a “seemingly unrelated 

regression” – based model structure (V. Kumar, et al., 2008). The major challenge on 

computing NCLV metric is to estimate the magnitude of influence from player i to j - ij

- separately, since the start time of NCLV calculation horizon.  

 

3.4 Influence Parameter Inference 

Influence inference has been an active research topic in the area of social influence 

analysis (Anagnostopoulos, Kumar, & Mahdian, 2008; Goyal, Bonchi, & Lakshmanan, 

2010; Trusov, Bodapati, & Bucklin, 2010; Ver Steeg & Galstyan, 2012). The goal of 

influence inference is to infer the strength of pair-wise influence when such information 

is unavailable or insufficient, given the underlying network characteristics and individual 

interaction data. Trusov et. al. proposed a Bayesian Shrinkage approach to identify users 

that are actually influential out of massive amount of overt network links (Trusov, et al., 

2010). Anagnostopoulos et al. (Anagnostopoulos, et al., 2008) conducted empirical 

analysis to distinguish influence from correlation. Goyal et al. aims to learn the influence 

probabilities from users' historic binary action logs (Goyal, Bonchi, & Lakshmanan, 

2010). Tang et. al. (Tang, Sun, Wang, & Yang, 2009) developed a Factor Graph-based 

approach to quantitatively measure the topic-level social influence on large scale 

networks. 

In the social gaming context, the unique datasets with explicit network structure, 

detailed user interaction logs, and retrospective payment histories introduce both new 

opportunities and challenges for the task of inferring the strength of pair-wise influence. 
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In the following sections, we discuss the problem formulation, the inference model, and 

our estimation algorithm as an extension of the Factor Graph-based approach.  

3.4.1 Problem Formulation  

The problem of influence inference is formulated on an Attribute Augmented 

Network (C. Tan, Tang, Sun, Lin, & Wang, 2010) ( , , , )G V E W Y , where V  is a set of 

nodes (customers/players,) and E is the set of directed edges between nodes. A directed 

edge from node i  to node j exists if i  has initiated at least one interaction between the 

two nodes. Each edge 
ije E  is associated with a weight vector 

ijW , where 

1

| |

ij

K

w

W

w

 
 

  
 
 

is 

a vector, whose elements are application dependent observables. Each element 
kw  in 

ijW

indicates the number of type k interactions from user i  to user j identified within the time  

range. For example, in the social gaming context, we could define  k K = {1 = 

installation referral, 2 = co-play invitation, 3 = in-app messages, 4 = other interactions}. 

The last input Y is defined as a payment matrix in which each row iY represents the 

payment vector of user i, and each element
ity corresponds to the aggregate payment of 

user i during time period t. 

The output of our problem is social influence matrix { }, ,ij i j V   . Pair-wise 

social influence from user i to j, denoted as ij  is also a numerical weight associated with 

the edge ije  indicating the influence of user i on user j’s cumulative payment. In most 

cases, the social influence score is asymmetric, i.e. ij ji  .  
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Based on the input and output presented above, we define our influence inference 

problem: given an attribute augmented network ( ,  ,  , )G V E W Y , our task is to infer the 

N N  influence matrix { }ij  .  

 

3.4.2 Influence Factor Graph Model 

In this dissertation, we choose to apply the factor graph model for the task of 

influence inference. A factor graph is a bipartite graph representing the factorization of a 

function (Kschischang, Frey, & Loeliger, 2001), which  enables efficient computation 

of marginal distributions through the sum-product algorithm. There are two types of 

nodes in a factor graph – variable nodes and factor nodes. All links go between nodes of 

opposite type, expressing which variables are arguments of which factor functions.  

The main idea is to use a marginal probability to define the pair-wise influence 

between players. The input information, such as payment transactions histories, player 

interactions, and network structures are captured via different types of factor functions, 

which form the basic components of the factor graph model. By learning and inferring 

with the factor graph model, we can obtain all marginal probabilities.  

Inspired by Tang’s approach (Tang, et al., 2009), we define the Influence Factor 

Graph (IFG) model. The IFG has the following components:  

- Variable nodes.  

 The set of observable nodes V.  

Each observable node i V  corresponds to a user (customer/player) in the 

application social network.  

 The set of hidden influencers H.  
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Each hidden influencer 
ih H is defined to represent which node the user i  is 

influenced by.  User i can initiate a payment activity herself when   ih i , or can be 

influenced by her neighbors
i ih N , where 

iN is the set of neighbor nodes of user i. Thus 

the hidden influencer of node i, { }i ih N i  . The likelihood that user i will increase game 

engagement and in-game payment following user j can be represented using the marginal 

probability ( )iP h j . We therefore use ( )iP h j  to model the influence of user j on user 

i.  

- Factor functions. To capture the interactions and influence between  online 

social game users, we define two types of factor functions.  

 Node factor function ( )n if h .  

We first define node factor function ( )n if h  to describe the local (user-specific) 

information. The node factor function ( )n if h  denotes the probability that user i is directly 

influenced by the hidden influencer ih  (either a neighbor of i or user i herself) given the 

weight of the edge connecting them. Specifically, we define the node factor function as: 

     

( )

     

i

i

i

i

h i

i

ij jij N

n i

ijj N

i

ij jij N

h i

f h

h i



 



 











 


 








  (Equation 3.4) 

The edge weight ij is defined based on specific user interactions. The intuition is 

that user i has a high probability to be influenced by the latent influencer ih  if user i is 

engaged in frequent interactions initiated by user ih . In the online social gaming context, 

we define T

ij ijW  , where   is a weight vector, with each element k  ranging in [0,1], 
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indicating the weight of type k interaction. Intuitively,   characterizes the importance of 

different types of interactions on pair-wise influence. For instance, a successful referral or 

a successful invitation to co-play is more influential than a gift sending in the game, and 

therefore will be assigned a higher weight 
k . Notice that our definition of nf  has the 

property that 
{ }

( ) 1
i

n i

k N i

f h k
 

  .  

 

 Edge factor function ( , )e i jf h h  

We then define the edge factor function ( , )e i jf h h  on the edge of the input 

network to incorporate the similarity of payment history between users. The edge factor 

function is defined as the product of cosine similarity(P.-N. Tan, 2007) of the payment 

history between the user and her hidden influencer: 

1 1

2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1
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       (Equation 3.5) 

The elements of the payment matrix Y are all nonnegative, thus the cosine similarity 

between any pair of payment vectors varies from 0 to 1. A cosine similarity of 1 would 

mean the pair of users have exactly the same payment history, and a cosine similarity of 0 

would mean the payment history of the pair of users has nothing in common. The 

intuition is that user i has a high probability to be influenced by the hidden influencer 

when there exist high similarity on their payment history.  
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3.4.3 Probability Influence 

With the IFG Model constructed, the problem of influence inference is converted to 

calculating the marginal probabilities ( ) for i iP h j j N i    for each social relationship 

between pairs of nodes. For edge 
jie , the influence of node j on node i, represented by 

ji , can be defined as a marginal probability: 

1

{ }

( ) ( ,..., ,... )
i

ji i i N

h

P h j P h h j h                   (Equation 3.6)
 

where ~ { }ih s represents all hidden variables { | 1,..., }ih i N except i j . The joint 

probability of all hidden variables in the IFG model 1( ,..., )NP h h
 
can be factorized as 

follow: 

1

1
( ,..., ) ( ) ( , )

ij

N n i e i j

i V e E

P h h f h f h h
Z  

               (Equation 3.7) 

where Z is a normalizing factor. 

An example of a simple IFG Model is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Each solid square 

corresponds to a term in the factorization, and it is connected to the variables (represented 

by circles) on which the term depends.  .nf  represents a feature function defined on a 

node, and  .ef represents a feature function defined on an edge. 
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Figure 3.1 Graphical representation of the Influence Factor Graph (IFG) Model 

 

The IFG demonstrated in Figure 3.1 can be used to illustrate the Draw Something 

example discussed earlier in Section 3.2.2. Suppose there are three players, represented 

by the observable nodes {1,2,3} , and 1 2 3{ , , }h h h are the hidden variables defined on all 

players, with each element representing which player has the highest probability to 

influence the corresponding player. The interactive relationships are represented by the 

edges between the hidden variables. In the Draw Something example, player 1 initiates 

the game with player 2, and player 2 accepts player 1’s invitation. Hence there exists an 

edge between player 1 and 2. However, besides sending out the invitation to player 2, 

player 1 never come back to engage in any other gaming activities, hence no further 

interactions are occurred between player 1 and player 2. Instead, player 2 played the 

drawing/guessing game for several rounds with player 3, and purchased the virtual 

drawing tools during the course of interaction. Despite the successful referral for 

installation, player 1 contributes little in retaining player 2, whereas player 3 plays an 
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important role in keeping player 2 engaged in the game. One set of possible marginal 

probabilities which indicates the pair-wise influence between the three players is 

illustrated in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2 Influence values of a simple example of IFG Model 

{ }ij 
 

Influencee 

1 2 3 

Influencer 

1  11 1 1 1.0P h      12 2 1 0.1P h      13 3 1 0.0P h   
 

2  21 1 2 0.0P h      22 2 2 0.3P h      32 3 2 0.4P h   
 

3  31 1 3 0.0P h   
 

 32 2 3 0.6P h      33 3 3 0.6P h   
 

 

3.4.4 Model Inference and Learning Algorithm  

With IFG Model constructed, the task of influence inference is now converted to 

estimation of all marginal probabilities ( ) for  and  i iP h j i V j N i    . 

Non-cyclic Factor Graphs Models can be estimated efficiently using the sum-

product algorithm (Kschischang, et al., 2001). However, the IFG Model may concern 

cycles. Thus, traditional sum-product algorithm cannot be directly applied.  

To deal with the cyclic problem, we proposed an extension of loopy belief 

propagation algorithm (Frey, 1998). We established a three-dimensional influence 

message M  instead of using the original message m defined in traditional sum-product 

algorithm. The message passing update rule of M  is defined as the follows: let 

( , ) ( )
e i j jijk f h h hM m k . Thus the messages passed from ih  to jh  through ( , )e i jf h h are now 

recorded in { , { }}ijk iM k N i  .  

The introduced message ijkM have the following explanation: from the perspective 

of node j, how likely node j believes she is influenced by node k with consideration of her 
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relationship with i,. 
ijkM only exists when i is a neighbor of j and k is either j’s neighbor 

or j him/herself. In each iteration, every element 
ijkM is updated (in arbitrary order) with 

the following update rule. 

{ } \{ }

{ }

1
( , ) ( )

( , )

i i

i

ijk e i j n i sij

l N i s N ji

li
e i j

l N i jil

M f h l h k f h l M
Z

f h l h k
M



  

 

    

   

 


              (Equation 3.8) 

where ( )ji iP h j   is the marginal probability which reflects the magnitude of 

influence from node j to node i. The marginal probability can be decomposed as the 

product of messages towards i about ih j . 
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                    (Equation 3.9) 

where iZ  is a normalization factor. 

With the message ijkM and its updating rule defined above, there is no need to 

calculate the actual messages sent between variables and functions in the factor graph. 

Instead, we only need to iteratively update M. Moreover, since every element 
ijkM can be 

updated in arbitrary order, the updating procedure can be processed in parallel. The 

pseudo code of the algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 3.1. 
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Algorithm 3.1 The approximation algorithm for influence inference 

 

3.4.5 Scaling Up the Influence Learning  

A major challenge facing the influence inference problem is how to scale the 

estimation process to a large social network. One online social game can attract tens of 

millions of players with billions of in-game interactions. How to efficiently estimate the 

pair-wise influence for each social tie is a challenging problem. For a social network with 

millions of users and billions of activity and interaction records between users, it is 

impractical to infer the influence matrix from such a big data set using a single machine. 

To address this scalability issue, we implemented the learning task on a distributed 

system using the MapReduce programming model (Dean & Ghemawat, 2008). 
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The MapReduce programming model serves for processing large data sets in a 

massively parallel manner. A MapReduce program comprises two stages: a Map stage 

that performs filtering and sorting and a Reduce stage that performs a summary operation.  

In particular, in the Map stage, each machine receives a subset of input data and 

produces a set of intermediate key/value pairs. The MapReduce library groups together 

all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key and passes them to the 

Reduce function. The Reduce function, accepts an intermediate key and a set of values for 

that key. It merges together these values to form a possibly smaller set of values and 

outputs the final computation results.  

In our influence inference process, we first partition the input social network graph 

into multiple subgraphs using graph segmentation software METIS (Karypis & Kumar, 

1995). The subgraphs are then distributed over different process machines. Note that in 

our implementation, the edges between different subgraphs are eliminated. However, 

since the METIS graph partition algorithm clusters graph nodes into subgraphs by 

minimizing the inter-subgraph edges, the partition is able to generate an approximate, but 

efficient solution. 

In the Map stage, each process machine scans the assigned subgraph. The Map 

function is defined as for every key/value pair ije / *ijM . 

In the Reduce stage, each process machine collects all values associated with an 

intermediate key ije  to generate new ijkM  according to Equation 3.8, and all intermediate 

values associated with the same key ije to generate new ij according to Equation 3.9. 

Thus, the onetime MapReduce process corresponds to one iteration in our influence 

inference algorithm. 
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3.5 Application of the NCLV Metric in Customer Targeting 

The NCLV metric measures the "adjusted" long term value of individual customers, 

which captures not only individual purchase value, but also customer's influence value. 

Therefore, it can be used to support marketing decisions from the perspective of customer 

acquisition, retention, and cross promotion recommendation. In the following section, we 

apply the proposed new metric to rank players for targeting "whales" in the online social 

gaming applications. We then compare the targeting results with results generated using 

traditional CLV measure. 

 

3.5.1 Data Sets and Descriptive Statistics 

We have used anonymized player log files obtained from a list of most popular 

social games running on a popular social networking site. Seven games launched in 

second quarter of 2011 were selected, including all their relevant log histories from Apr 

2011 to Jun 2012.  

These seven games were classified on two dimensions: 1) game genres: hardcore 

(e.g., RPG) or casual (e.g., puzzle)  , 2) game mode: single-player or multi-player games. 

As a result, we identified two casual single-player games, two casual multi-player games, 

one hardcore single-player game, and two hardcore multi-player games. These games are 

noted as CS1, CS2, CM1, CM2, HS1, HM1, and HM2, respectively in the following 

sections.  

The raw logs of each game contain URLs describing player activities from the 

games' launch date to Jun 2012. Therefore, for every game out of the seven games, the 
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data set contains user activity logs for at least one full year.  In total, 9,002,927,231 URLs 

comprised this 0.72TB compressed dataset, which were stored and analyzed on a Hadoop 

cluster of 12 machines. Available data elements include player profiles, game installation 

time and referral source, in-app interactions (such as invite to play, and in-app purchase 

details (i.e., time, item, value). We preprocessed the data to remove duplicated and 

erroneous URLs, and parsed useful elements and stored them back to the same cluster.  

Summary statistics of the seven games are illustrated as follow. 

Table 3.3 Summary Statistics on Daily Active Users (DAU) 

Game Abbrv* Median DAU 

Casual-Single-player Game 1 CS1 6,218,006 

Casual-Single-player Game 2 CS2 4,167,423 

Casual-Multi-player Game 1 CM1 23,193,042 

Casual-Multi-player Game 2 CM2 1,563,495 

Hardcore-Single-player Game 1 HS1 613,194 

Hardcore-Multi-player Game 1 HM1 968,621 

Hardcore-Multi-player Game 2 HM2 1,169,136 

*Games are represented by their abbreviations in the following tables. 

  

Table 3.4 Summary Statistics on Lifetime Distribution (days) 

Game Median Mean Std .Dev. Minimum Maximum 

CS1 46 31.6 37.4 1 263 

CS2 38 33.3 30.6 1 224 

CM1 33 47.8 32.9 1 209 

CM2 7 16.9 20.7 1 117 

HS1 12 36.7 32.4 1 189 

HM1 17 91.7 129.1 1 438 

HM2 15 35.4 27.6 1 179 
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Table 3.5 Summary Statistics on Gross Payment ($) 

Game Median Mean Std .Dev. Minimum Maximum 

CS1 $0.00 $0.06 0.91 $0.00 $103.96 

CS2 $0.00 $0.08 0.82 $0.00 $156.00 

CM1 $0.00 $0.87 1.61 $0.00 $1,876.21 

CM2 $0.00 $0.42 0.66 $0.00 $721.98 

HS1 $0.00 $1.14 1.95 $0.00 $2,251.30 

HM1 $0.00 $1.94 1.86 $0.00 $5,635.00 

HM2 $0.00 $2.19 1.63 $0.00 $3,368.17 

 

 

We observed that both lifetime durations and individual gross payments follow a 

scale-free distribution. A  small portion (less than 2%) of the entire player base can 

surprisingly account for more than 80% of total gross revenue. 

After the data cleansing, we processed the data to extract  aggregated revenue and 

number of gaming activities for calculating CLV and NCLV, on a per day basis. The 

actual CLV for each individual user was calculated using retrospective data based on 

Equation 3.1.  

In Equation 3.1, for customer i in time t, the predicted likelihood of the payment 

p( 1)t

iPay   and the expected contribution margin 
t

iCM  are estimated retrospectively 

from the historical data. The expected marketing cost 
t

iM C  varied from game to game. 

For simplicity, we have chosen a constant value across all time periods for each 

individual player. As we demonstrate afterwards, the exact value of cost is not necessary 

as long as the value is equally applied to the calculations of both CLV and NCLV.  We 

treat the discount rate the same way and use the number 15% following the existing 

literature. A relatively high discount rate is chosen to partially account for the uncertainty 

in the future (Chan, Wu, & Xie, 2011). 
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The process of calculating the actual NCLV for each individual player is based on 

the CLV calculation above. In addition to the CLV components , we constructed the 

attribute augmented network ( , , , )G V E W Y  from the raw data as input, and applied 

Algorithm 3.1 to generate  the influence matrix { }ij  .  

With both CLV and NCLV calculated, we  ranked players by their CLV and NCLV 

respectively.  

 

As discussed earlier, we have observed a scale-free distribution on player total 

gross revenue. A  small portion of the entire player base can contribute a vast majority of 

total gross revenue. Therefore, to illustrate the difference of CLV and NCLV on targeting 

effectiveness, we selected top 2% of players as ranked by CLV and NCLV, separately. 

The total CLV and NCLV of the selected cohorts are plotted in Figure 3.2 for visual 

comparison.  

From Figure 3.2 we can see that the top 2% cohort selected by CLV and NCLV 

target different groups of customers of all seven games. Notice that all the CLV and 

NCLV were calculated using actual retrospective data, rather than predicted values. For 

future study on user value prediction, the actual NCLV metric can serve as an “ideal 

baseline” against which the performance of prediction techniques can be gauged.  
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Figure 3.2 Total CLV and NCLV of 2% cohort selected from top 
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To further demonstrate the difference between CLV and NCLV on customer 

targeting, we also selected the cohorts for top 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% ranked by NCLV. For 

each selection, we plotted the CLV-NCLV ratio of the top cohort for the seven games 

respectively (Figure 3.3).  

 

 

Figure 3.3 CLV-NCLV ratio of the cohort selected from top ranked by NCLV 

 

The x-axis represents the top-x percentage of cohort selected, and the y-axis 

represents the CLV-NCLV ratio of the top cohort. In this figure, we can see that multi-

player games have a lower CLV-NCLV ratio, whereas single-player games maintain a 

relatively higher CLV-NCLV ratio. For single-player games where in-app interactions 

are relatively limited, the NCLV of each individual customer is very close to her CLV. 

The difference comes from referral value when users send out invitations to install the 

particular game to their friends. For multi-player games, there exist  multiple types of 
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interactions, such as co-play invitation, in-app messages, among others. In such 

circumstances, influence value plays an important role when assessing customer value. 

We see that by definition the CLV metrics for all users are non-negative.  However, a 

user can have a negative NCLV value. If CLV is the only metric we use to make a user 

acquisition decision, we would conclude that as long as the acquisition cost is lower than 

the expected CLV the customer is worth the marketing effort to acquire. However, if a 

user has moderate CLV but extremely low NCLV, even negative NCLV, the marketers 

are better off not to spend as much to acquire or retain the user. Because low NCLV users 

are the imitators who are likely to be influenced by others. They would have adopt the 

product and generate a moderate CLV anyway, without any acquisition effort. As such, 

the NCLV metric, which provides a more comprehensive way to assess a customer's 

overall long term value to the firm, can help marketing managers to achieve more 

profitable customer targeting. 

 

3.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

Marketing theory and practice have become increasingly customer-centered in the 

past decades (Vavra, 1997). While decreasing the emphasis on short-term transactions, 

marketing researchers and practitioners have increased their focus on long-term customer 

relationships. The customer-centered viewpoint is reflected in the concepts and metrics 

that drive marketing management decisions, such as customer acquisition, retention, and 

cross promotion. In recent years, customer lifetime value (CLV) and its implications have 

been widely adopted by both researchers and practitioners as a core metric to assess 

individual customer's long term value contribution (Berger & Nasr, 1998; Gupta & 

Zeithaml, 2006; Mulhern, 1999; Reinartz & Kumar, 2000; Reinartz & Kumar, 2003; 
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Venkatesan & Kumar, 2004). More recently, the advances in technology, and associated 

changes in consumer behavior, have brought up new challenges and opportunities when 

assessing the value of a customer, beyond the "traditional" calculation of CLV. Rather 

than treating CLV as the net long term contribution associated with an individual 

customer, recent studies have started exploration on models that account for a customer’s 

influence value (Bayon, Gutsche, & Bauer, 2002; Ho, et al., 2012; Hogan, et al., 2003; 

Hosseini & Albadvi, 2010; V Kumar, et al., 2010; Weinberg & Berger, 2011). Among the 

growing literature on influence value of individual customers, researchers have presented 

various calculation models to measure influence. However, since the focus of the 

literature is mostly on offline purchases, for which customers either have limited 

interactions other than referral, or their interactions are offline and are not observed, the 

proposed models are not capable of capturing influence that comes from different types 

of interactive activities.  

In the context of online social gaming, customers may be engaged in repetitive 

purchase behavior in a non-contractual setting. Moreover, user interactions are extensive 

and observable. The rich form of social interactions of online social gaming not only 

enriches the game experience, but also raises challenges and opportunities to assess 

network-based CLV.  

We believe in contexts where social influence comes from both referrals and other 

types of interactive activities,  a metric which is able to assess the total influence value is 

crucial to develop a deeper understanding of a customer's overall long term value 

contribution. In this chapter, we propose a network-based CLV metric which considers 

the influence on purchase by others as an integral part of this customer’s CLV based on 
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the empirical results we have obtained from the previous chapter. We believe that the 

NCLV metric provides a better assessment to answer the question of maximum profitable 

acquisition cost for a customer. A customer ranked among the top cohort by NCLV is 

worthy to acquire and retain, even though she generates relatively low individual CLV. 

In particular, we apply the model in the social gaming context to demonstrate its 

usability. The rich form of social interactions in the social gaming makes it an ideal 

platform for evaluating the proposed model. To assess the use of CLV and NCLV for 

customer targeting, we selected 2% of all users for each of the 7 games, and compared 

the total CLV and NCLV of the cohort selected from top, ranked by CLV and NCLV 

respectively. We have observed that users with highest CLV are not necessarily the ones 

with highest NCLV in all 7 games. To better demonstrate the difference between CLV 

and NCLV on customer targeting, besides the top 2% cohort, we also selected the cohorts 

for top 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% ranked by NCLV, and observed that multi-player games 

have a lower CLV-NCLV ratio, whereas single-player games maintain a relatively higher 

CLV-NCLV ratio. 

Notice that the proposed Network-Based CLV metric is not limited to the online 

social gaming context. It can be generalized to other contexts where customers are 

engaged in repetitive purchase behaviors for consumable goods under non-contractual 

setting. Under circumstances where no user interactions or user influence are apparent, 

the NCLV metric is reduced to traditional CLV measurement; whereas for circumstances 

where customers' interactions are apparent and visible, the proposed NCLV metric 

utilizes the observed interactions to measure the influence value, and therefore to 

evaluate the total value of a customer.  
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3.6.1 Limitation and Future Work 

One potential drawback of the proposed NCLV metric may be the availability of 

indirect influence beyond direct influence. However, the proposed model specification is 

concrete enough to incorporate a majority portion of influence value, and thereby 

improve the assessment of individual's overall value contribution. What is encouraging 

though is that, despite limited availability of capturing both direct influence and indirect 

influence, the proposed metric provides a way to integrate influence value into the 

calculation of customer lifetime value, which is an effective extension of CLV-CRV 

model by measuring a more generalized influence value beyond simple WOM referral. 

In order to incorporate indirect influence, we may extend the NCLV metric 

following idea of PageRank algorithm. Instead of simply attributing a portion of every 

neighbor's CLV from one step later to the calculation of a focal customer's NCLV, we 

may attribute a portion of every neighbor's NCLV to the focal customer's NCLV 

computation. Therefore, the network-based lifetime value for a customer i starting from 

time step 0 can be measured as follow:  
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The attempt of extending the NCLV metric to capturing multi-step influence introduces 

significant challenges on computational complexity of the NCLV calculation.  One future 

work following this line of work can be to explore efficient algorithm to compute the 

multi-step network-based customer lifetime value. 

 

Another limitation of the proposed NCLV metric is that it assumes a static network 

structure. The measurement is constructed on networks with a fixed set of nodes, a fixed 

set of edges between pairs of nodes, and static tie strength (influence magnitude) 

associated with each edge. However, in reality, social network structure evolves over 

time. One future direction of this study is to extend the NCLV metric to adapt dynamic 

networks. The assumptions can be relaxed two steps. 1) networks with fixed nodes but 

dynamic structure; 2) networks with dynamic structure and dynamic nodes. It is natural to 

extend the NCLV metric to a more generalized measurement which is capable of 

accounting for influence value with dynamic network structure to the following:  
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The attempt of extending the NCLV metric to adapting dynamic network structures 

also brings in significant challenges on computational complexity of the NCLV 

calculation.  Existing research has developed approaches to predict new interactions that 

are likely to occur in the near future given a snapshot of a social network (Liben-nowell, 

2004). For future work following this direction, we aim to build upon prior work to 

explore efficient adaptive algorithm for inferring the dynamic pair-wise influence matrix.  

 

While our empirical analysis using retrospective data has demonstrated that the 

proposed NCLV metric can be applied to help customer targeting, the impact of various 

marketing actions on customer value has not been explored in the analysis. In fact, the 

probability that a customer would increase purchase level and lead to an increase in 

purchase level of her connections is likely to be dependent on the level of marketing 

resources directed towards the customer. To better understand the effectiveness of 

applying the proposed NCLV metric on customer targeting for different marketing 

decisions such as user acquisition, retention, and cross promotion, one major question to 

ask is whether the marketing actions directed to the targeted customers can actually 

stimulate higher long term value contribution from the targeted customers and their 

influencees when all other drivers are similar. To answer this question, future research 

could conduct user study to observe the change of user purchase behavior and level of 

interactions when applying different marketing actions to customers targeted using 

NCLV metric.   
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CHAPTER 4. MICRO-BLOG RECOMMENDATION USING 

INFORMATION DIFFUSION BASED VALUATION METRICS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the focus of this dissertation is shifted from social gaming to another 

widely-studied social analytics application – social media. The primary challenge 

addressed in this chapter is to combat the information overload symptom from a social, 

collaborative point of view. Similar to the social gaming context, the microblogging 

community also contains explicit network structures and observable interaction activities 

among users. To improve user profiling and achieve better recommendation performance, 

we attempt to apply the notion of "network value" on assessing the quality of micro-blogs 

by proposing information diffusion based valuation metrics.  

 

Micro-blogging – a new paradigm of Web-based and mobile application – is 

experiencing rapid growth and gaining explosive popularity worldwide. Compared to 

traditional blogging, micro-blogging allows a more instant and flexible form of 

communication. Micro-blogging sites typically restrict the length of posted messages. 

These messages can be published and received via a wide variety of means, including the 

Web, text messaging, instant messaging, and other third-party applications. Such a 

flexible and broad-based architecture significantly lowers the threshold for participation, 

and encourages users' frequent updates. Consequently, micro-blogging is now widely 

adopted by the public to share/seek real-time information, especially during emergency 

events. For example, at the early stage of the recent H1N1 Flu (Swine Flu) outbreak, the 

volume of H1N1 Flu-related messages on Twitter - one of the most popular micro-
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blogging sites - has increased 1500 times over four days (Apr 24 ~ 27, 2009), and 

accounted for nearly 2% of all Twitter traffic in that time period (Nielsen_News, 2009). 

Meanwhile, a large number of people turned to Twitter searching for latest updates of the 

outbreak, causing the keyword “Swine Flu” listed as the “top trending topic” on Twitter 

Search consistently.  

On the other hand, the exponentially-expanded micro-blogging community also 

results in a tremendously large and constantly updated information stream repository, 

making it increasingly difficult for users to find contents of interest. During emergencies, 

seeking newsworthy and timely information can be even harder due to the explosion in 

the volume of micro-blog postings. How to facilitate users to find relevant and timely 

information efficiently? The first intuition would be providing a search function. The 

current real-time search available in Twitter and some major search engines, such as 

Google and Bing, let users input a query, and return the latest updates which contain the 

search keywords. The most advanced real-time search is able to return updates posted 

seconds before the search is performed (Singhal, 2009). Nevertheless, the typical search 

results simply rank updates in reverse chronological order. Therefore, the quality of the 

search results fluctuates with the timing of the search action. The approach proposed in 

this study is leveraging the social network feature in micro-blog communities. In Twitter, 

if a user u follows user v, all v’s updates will be displayed on u’s home page. In other 

words, with user u’s subscription of user v’s micro-blog, all v’s updates are instantly 

“pushed” to u. The “feed subscription” allows users to receive the latest updates instantly. 

Our observation is that there exist numerous micro-bloggers who play the role of “news 

reporters” during emergency events, by posting instant news stories on their micro-blogs. 
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We empirically observe that these “news reporters” operate in social settings: they re-

broadcast and refer to news stories from one another, maintaining strong interlinking to 

facilitating rapid diffusions of news stories. Our intuition is, if we could understand how 

these “news reporters” capture news stories during their diffusion processes, we could 

effectively measure the importance of each reporter from various diffusion perspectives 

(e.g. the number of diffusions captured and the average time needed for the capture) and 

make recommendations. Therefore, in this chapter, we formulate the task of navigating 

micro-bloggers to their desired information as a recommendation problem. As such, 

instead of letting users actively perform searches, we aim to identify a small number of 

quality “news reporters” and recommend them to information seekers as emergency news 

feeds. Such a task is distinctly different from standard content-based and link-based 

recommendation investigated in the blogging domain with the primary task of “finding 

blog articles of interest that are not viewed yet” for users.  (1) User interest in the 

blogging context could be extracted from user history. However, in many cases, 

especially in an emergency context, information seekers in micro-blogging communities 

are not necessarily the contributors of the discussions on the emergency events. (2) 

Information seekers expect to find timely information from micro-blogging communities, 

especially for emergency events. With consideration of the unique challenges, a novel 

information diffusion-based framework is proposed to deal with the unique 

characteristics and requirements of micro-blogging recommendation. Specifically, we 

have developed diffusion-based metrics to evaluate micro-bloggers, formulated the 

recommendation problem into a multi-objective optimization problem, and subsequently 

proposed a diffusion-based candidate selection algorithm to recommend quality micro-
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bloggers during time-critical events. The purpose of the recommendation is not letting 

information seekers read the retrospective updates. Instead, we aim to enable the users to 

receive future relevant tweets posted by the recommended micro-bloggers immediately 

after the updates are posted. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin with reviewing major 

micro-blogging applications and relevant recommendation techniques in a blogging 

context in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we propose a diffusion-based micro-blogging 

recommendation framework that utilizes information diffusion patterns. We then present 

an empirical study to illustrate the potential usefulness and practical value of this 

diffusion-based recommendation method in Section 4.4. Finally, contributions and future 

directions are discussed in Section 4.5. 

 

4.2 Literature Review 

4.2.1 Micro-Blogging 

After its launch in 2006, Twitter has become the largest and most well-known 

micro-blogging platform. As such, Twitter is an ideal candidate site for our study. Twitter 

allows users to send up to 140-character text-based posts (tweets) to a network of 

followers via a variety of means. By default, tweets are public so that users can follow 

and read each other's posts without permission. Early studies in this area have focused on 

understanding the prevalent usage and structural patterns of micro-blogging. In (Java, 

Song, Finin, & Tseng, 2007), the authors studied the topological and geographical 

properties of Twitter's social network, and summarized different user intentions of using 

Twitter, such as daily chatting and information sharing. Also focusing on the social 
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networking aspects, Krishnamurthy et al. (Krishnamurthy, Gill, & Arlitt, 2008) 

characterized distinct classes of Twitter users and their behaviors, including 

“broadcasters” (e.g. online radio stations and media outlets), “acquaintances” (users who 

exhibit reciprocal relationships), and “miscreants” (e.g. spammers). 

Recent studies have shifted the attention to some novel applications of micro-

blogging. For instance, Jansen et al. (Jansen, Zhang, Sobel, & Chowdury, 2009) studied 

Twitter as a platform of online word of mouth branding. They analyzed more than ten 

thousand micro-blog posts containing branding information, and claimed that micro-

blogging could play an important role in designing marketing strategies and campaigns. 

In (Ehrlich & Shami, 2010; Zhang, Qu, Cody, & Wu, 2010), the adoption and use of 

micro-blogging in the workplace – enterprise micro-blogging –  were discussed. By 

analyzing users’ posting activities and reading behaviors, it was found that enterprise 

micro-blogging could facilitate conversation and mutual assistance. Such user-to-user 

exchanges and collaborations via Twitter were also identified in a public setting 

(Honeycutt & Herring, 2009), in which the authors explored the potential of using 

Twitter as a collaboration tool. The rich textual data that are freely available from Twitter 

also attract interest from the text mining community. In (O' Connor, Balasubramanyan, 

Routledge, & Smith, 2010), the authors applied sentiment analysis technique to extract 

public opinions and attitudes from a large body of tweets. The results were compared 

with opinions derived from standard polling and survey data, which highlighted the 

promise of using Twitter as a substitute or supplement for traditional polling. Similar, but 

simpler, techniques were used in (Jansen, et al., 2009) to understand user opinion 

fluctuations towards a particular brand.  
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 Another important application of micro-blogging that is of our interest is its 

widespread adoption and use during mass crisis and emergency events. Apart from the 

H1N1-flu example presented above, micro-blogging has been widely used for status 

updates and live news reports in emergency occasions such as Southern California 

wildfires in 2007 (Sutton, Palen, & Shlovski, 2008), Mumbai terrorists attack in 2008 

(Caulfield & Karmali, 2008), H1N1 Flu outbreak in 2009 (Ostrow, 2009), Icelandic 

volcano eruption in 2010 (Nigam, 2010), among others. Such emergency usages of 

micro-blogging have received increasing attention from academic researchers. Hughes, 

Starbird, and Palen (Hughes & Palen, 2009; Starbird & Palen, 2010) were among the first 

researchers who studied this phenomenon. In their studies, usage patterns of Twitter 

surrounding emergency events were observed and compared with regular use. It was 

noted that information propagation was more likely to happen in emergency occasions 

than in regular situations. In (Hughes & Palen, 2009; Starbird & Palen, 2010), the authors 

took advantage of the popularity of Twitter, and monitored incoming tweets for detecting 

crisis events such as earthquakes and epidemic outbreaks. These applications clearly 

indicate a role transition of micro-blogging from a daily chatting tool into a valuable 

information sharing platform during emergencies. However, as mentioned earlier, the 

explosion in the volume of messages can pose a significant challenge for finding 

noteworthy information in a timely manner. The occurrence of emergency compounds 

this problem when a considerable amount of unplanned messages arrive in a short period 

of time. As such, we propose to use a recommender system to alleviate this problem of 

information overload. In the next subsection, we discuss our research motivations, 

starting with reviewing relevant literature on blog recommendation.  
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4.2.2 Blog Recommendation 

To our knowledge, this study presents the first study on micro-blog 

recommendation and there has been limited published work in this area. The closest 

related work to ours is the blog recommender system that has been extensively studied in 

the literature. In this subsection, we review previous studies related to blog 

recommendation services only. For a comprehensive review of the recommender system, 

especially its application in the e-commerce domain, interested readers can refer to 

(Herlocker et al. 2004; Schafer et al. 1999) .  

 There exist two major types of blog recommendation techniques, content-based 

and link-based recommendation (Abbassi & Mirrokni, 2007). The core of the content-

based recommendation is to recommend an item (e.g. a blog article or a blogger) to the 

reader based upon the degree of match between the content description of the item and 

user interest. A majority of blog recommendation methods can be grouped into this 

category. The simplest approach is to pre-label blogs to facilitate understanding and 

categorization. For example, Technorati (www.technorati.com) fetches blog posts that are 

associated with user-defined tags. Articles under the same tag-based category are then 

presented to interested readers. Another common approach is to represent a blog article as 

a term-frequency vector, and a scoring system is used to calculate the distance between 

this article and user interest, which is also represented as a vector. In (Arguello, Elsas, 

Callan, & Carbonell, 2008), different document representation models were developed 

for recommending blogs in response to a user query. Li et al. (X. Li et al., 2009) 

developed an incremental vector-space clustering method to identify new topics from the 

incoming stream of blog articles. The article which best represented a given topic was 
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then selected and recommended to the reader. Note that for blogs annotated by 

descriptive tags, the contents can be directly characterized using vectors of tags (Hayes, 

Avesani, & Veeramachaneni, 2007). Blog articles can also be transformed into a tree-like 

or graph-like hierarchical ontology. Ontology is defined as a formal specification of a 

shared conceptualization consisting of entities, attributes, and relationships. In (Nakatsuji, 

Miyoshi, & Otsuka, 2006), the authors used Web Ontology Language to extract user-

interest ontology from blog articles. An ontology-based similarity measurement was then 

applied to cluster bloggers whose interests were alike. Personalized recommendations 

could be made for a reader to find like-minded bloggers. A similar study was carried out 

in (El-Arini, Veda, Shahaf, & Guestrin, 2009) for achieving a different recommendation 

objective. The authors characterized the blog postings by various semantic features, such 

as name entities, topics identified from the corpus, and their high-level relations. A set of 

blogs were then selected and recommended which covered the most features (best 

coverage.) 

 At the other end of the spectrum, link-based recommendation is implemented on 

the basis of explicit or implicit network structures extracted from the blogging 

community. Explicit connections among blogs include hyperlinks from one blog to 

another and mentions/comments of other blogs in blog entries. Implicit connections, on 

the contrary, do not physically exist. Instead, they are inferred artificial links which 

supplement the explicit connections. Such connections are usually weighted, with the 

weight indicating the likelihood for two blogs to be connected in a certain manner. In the 

literature, various structural features can be used to estimate the common factors between 

individual bloggers or blog articles. Abbassi and Mirrokni(Abbassi & Mirrokni, 2007) 
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measured the similarity among blogs using the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of an 

explicit blog graph. A spectral clustering method was later applied to partition relevant 

blogs and recommend. In (Kritikopoulos, Sideri, & Varlamis, 2006), the authors 

developed a modified version of PageRank to rank nodes on the blog graph by their 

ranking scores. To address the sparsity problem of the hyperlink-based graph, a denser 

graph was created by incorporating artificial weighted links that denoted the similarity 

among bloggers into the original graph. Although the link structure is generally useful for 

blog recommendations, we found that only a limited number of studies are purely link-

based. More frequently, structural features are used in combination with content features 

to improve the outcomes, which leads to a hybrid form of recommendation. In (Hsu, 

King, Paradesi, Pydimarri, & Weninger, 2006), the authors proposed such a hybrid 

approach by using both the link structure and interests declared by bloggers. Another 

hybrid method reported in (Y.-M. Li & Chen, 2009) considered both link and content 

information as well. In addition, a third dimension – the trust among bloggers – was also 

taken into account to enhance the reliability of the recommender system.  

 As we have discussed before, micro-blogging differs significantly from regular 

blogging in its extensive use during emergency situations. As such, our research faces 

distinctive challenges. In a blogging context, the primary task of recommendation is to 

“find blog articles of interest that are not viewed yet” for users. However, this 

consideration is not applicable in a micro-blogging context especially during emergencies 

because (a) the lightweight design of micro-blogging tends to generate an overwhelming 

volume of messages which are inefficient to process (Kristina, 2009). In addition, a 

substantial proportion of these messages are related to personal conversations which have 
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little value to the general public, such as one's own fears of the epidemic when 

mentioning H1N1 Flu. (b) Another noteworthy phenomenon in micro-blogging is that 

there exist numerous “news reporters” who regularly post latest news stories on their 

micro-blogs, mostly on a voluntary basis. These “reporters” provide important 

information filtering and amplification services and can be effectively leveraged for 

recommendation. We believe that it is more convenient to recommend these “news 

reporters” to ordinary users as live news feeds, rather than recommending individual 

postings. In the next section, we will present our diffusion-based recommendation 

framework.   

 

4.3 An Information Diffusion Based Recommendation Framework 

4.3.1 Information Diffusion and Diffusion-Based Recommendation 

Information diffusion through online social networks has recently become an active 

research topic. In blogging communities, the propagation of information from one blog to 

the next is frequently observed, as a result of low-cost information sharing and publishing. 

In (Gruhl, Guha, Liben-Nowell, & Tomkins, 2004), Gruhl et al. examined the 

information propagation pattern from 11,000 blog sites at two different levels: individual-

level diffusion among blog entries and community-level diffusion among blogspaces. A 

cascade model was then adapted to characterize individual behaviors in different stages 

of diffusions. Adar and Adamic(Adar & Adamic, 2005) analyzed the internal link 

structure of blogspace to track the flow of information among blog entries. In particular, 

by addressing the problem of “infection inference” proposed by the authors, this study 

focused not only on utilizing the explicit link structure, but also inferring implicit routes 
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of infection/diffusion. In the end, a diffusion tree can be built to visualize the likely 

routes of transmission for a specific diffusion. Such diffusion patterns are also prevalent 

among micro-blogs. Lerman and Ghosh (Lerman & Ghosh, 2010) studied the diffusion of 

news stories on Twitter, which was compared with the diffusion occurred on Digg in 

terms of the diffusion rate and scope. It was noticed that the diffusion on Twitter 

generally maintained a consistent rate and could penetrate farther than on Digg. In (Yang 

& Counts, 2010), the authors studied Twitter users' interaction behaviors. One important 

finding of the study was that the majority of the interactions were one-way rather than 

reciprocal. This finding was also supported in a recent study (Starbird & Palen, 2010), 

which claimed that news stories were more likely to distribute from media outlets and 

traditional service organizations, then spread into the population.  

 Our observations on Twitter also confirmed such uni-directional information flows. 

We noticed that during the outbreak of H1N1 Flu, first-hand news stories normally 

originated from a limited number of professional news agencies (e.g., BBC and Reuters) 

and public health organizations (e.g. CDC Emergency), though exceptions exist. These 

stories then propagated across the community through the process of reposting 

(retweeting) or commenting. Figure 4.1 illustrates such a news story diffusion example 

corresponding to the tweets collected during the early outbreak of H1N1 Flu (listed in 

Table 4.1.) A clear story diffusion can be traced from the source “CDCEmergency” to 

other Flu news reporters (as indicated by their account IDs) within 36 hours after the 

story was first posted by the source. During a news story's diffusion process, any micro-

blog that has posted this story is called a participant who “captures” the story. Now, if we 

raise the following question as to recommending no more than k micro-blogs as 
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emergency news feeds (k is an exogenous parameter which is reasonably small to avoid 

information overload) these diffusion patterns could be helpful because they reveal how 

each micro-blog participated in the past diffusion processes. Intuitively, a micro-blog is 

more likely to be favored and recommended during emergencies if it captures news 

stories of interest more accurately and rapidly. More specifically, we use the following 

measures to quantify various aspects of this valuation process.  

(1) Story Coverage (SC): Multiple news stories regarding one broad topic could 

simultaneously spread. For example, when the H1N1 Flu outbreak occurred, 

“CDCEmergency” reminded the public that they would not get infected from eating pork, 

while “ForbesNews” was concerned about the Flu's impact on financial markets. The SC 

metric measures the set of stories of interest captured by micro-blogs under study, and 

stronger recommendation is given to micro-blogs that have wider coverage with other 

conditions being identical.  

(2) Reading Effort (RE): Certain micro-blogs can be crowded with messages. 

However, too many messages compromise readability and raise the cognitive effort to 

filter out irrelevant contents. The RE measurement indicates the set of messages one has 

to read, in order to discover a certain number stories of interest from selected micro-blogs.  

(3) Delay Time (DT): The postings of one news story s on micro-blogs are time-

stamped. The delay time of s equals the time passed from the first appearance of s in the 

community until s is captured by one of the selected micro-blogs, usually measured by 

hours. In our application setting, a delayed capture of s is certainly undesirable. 
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Figure 4.1 A Story Diffusion Example 

 

Table 4.1 Story Diffusion among Micro-blogs 

Timestamp Micro-blog Tweet Content 

4/28/2009 19:24 CDCEmergency CDC reminds you that you can NOT get swine flu from 

eating pork. http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/28/2009 19:31 BirdFluGov RT @CDCemergency CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/28/2009 19:32 swine_flu RT @CDCemergency CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/28/2009 20:40 SwineFlu RT CDCemergency: CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu http://ow.ly/4kKe 

4/29/2009 0:50 MSNHealth RT @cdcemergency CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/29/2009 5:25 N1H1CDC CDC reminds you that you can NOT get swine flu from 

eating pork. http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/29/2009 7:35 PublicHealth @cdcemergency CDC reminds you that you can NOT 

get swine flu from eating pork. http://bit.ly/16YpY1 

#swineflu 
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4/29/2009 9:02 ForceHealth RT @CDCemergency CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/29/2009 14:44 kcnews RT @CDCemergency CDC reminds you that you can 

NOT get swine flu from eating pork. 

http://bit.ly/16YpY1 #swineflu 

4/30/2009 2:35 H1N1CDC CDC reminds you that you can NOT get swine flu from 

eating pork. http://bit.ly/16YpY1 

 

Obviously there are other criteria that can also evaluate the quality of a 

recommendation, but in this study we focus exclusively on these three basic measures. 

The above discussions are illustrated in Figure 4.2 where rounded rectangles represent 

micro-blogs, and solid/open shapes represent news stories relevant/irrelevant to the user 

interest. Directed links indicate the flow of a news story, and each link is associated with 

a numeric label representing the units of time spent. We define a diffusion path as the 

route through which a news story flows from its source to other micro-blogs. In Figure 

4.2, three diffusion paths co-exist with each corresponding to a news story. In terms of 

recommending micro-blogs, many combinations turn out to have the largest coverage, 

such as the sets {m1,m2,m3}, {m3,m5}, and {m7}. However, when considering other 

measurements, each combination has its own advantages and limitations. {m1,m2,m3} is 

relatively weak in RE but competitive in DT; {m3,m5} and {m7} have a better RE score 

but spend longer DT in capturing each story. Such examples show that it is possible to 

customize the combination of micro-blogs and achieve various recommendation 

objectives.  
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Figure 4.2 An Example of Diffusion Path 

 

4.3.2 The Recommendation Framework 

Inspired by the work of Krause et.al.(Krause, Leskovec, Guestrin, VanBriesen, & 

Faloutsos, 2008) on outbreak detection in water distribution networks, we have 

developed a diffusion-based recommendation approach. In general, our approach is to 

design a set function b, and associate each recommendation set I with a real number b(I), 

the benefit score. Given user preferences, we intend to maximize this benefit score and 

recommend the user an optimized result set. To this end, we have quantitatively assessed 

each candidate micro-blog m from the above three diffusion-related aspects. Suppose that 

we can identify a set of major news stories S during a certain period and subsequently 

reconstruct their diffusion paths, we denote the raw observations for micro-blog mas 

       ,        , and        . As described in the previous section,        is a 

subset of   whose member stories are captured by    ;       is the set of posts one has 

to receive and read from     in order to discover        ; and         indicates a set 

of delay time corresponding to each story   in  . In case story   is not captured, we let 
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          .  Based on these raw observations, we assign a score vector                      

                             to micro-blog   which quantifies the benefit incurred 

by following   based on the diffusion histories of .The components of the score vector 

are set functions                    that can transform the raw observation sets into 

real numbers. More concretely,          equals the number of stories covered by    , 

denoted by          This set function takes a simplifying assumption that all diffusion 

stories are of equal importance. In practice, we have also developed an improved set 

function by assigning an importance weight      to story  . The importance weight      

could be defined as the number of micro-blogs in the community who capture , which 

can be estimated from the constructed diffusion paths. Based on this weighted function, 

        equals                , and a micro-blog gains a higher benefit score for 

capturing more “important” stories. For the second component of the score vector, we 

define                    , where           is the size of set        .Note that 

   takes a negative value such that smaller           can lead to a higher benefit. The 

last component of the score vector transforms the         set as follows: for any    , 

we assume that the score of    drops exponentially with increased delay time, 

determined by                         where   is a positive scalar. The cumulative 

score for the entire story set   is then defined as the sum of individual scores, 

                      
   . Note that if none of the stories is captured by    , we 

consider no benefits can be obtained from following  so   is removed from the 

candidate set. 

The score vector can be also associated with multiple micro-blogs to measure their 

aggregated benefits. Given a set of micro-blogs  ,      and      can be expressed 
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as           and            respectively. For any    , the delay time of   by 

subscribing   is the minimum delay time of subscribing     , denoted as 

                .     can now be readily written as                      . 

Finally, a score vector                                       can be built based on these 

raw measurements.  

4.3.3 Multicriterion Optimization 

We now formulate the micro-blog recommendation problem in an optimization 

framework. Given the diffusion story set   and the micro-blog set  , we aim to identify a 

subset of at most   micro-blogs    and       that optimizes the benefit score of 

            .In this optimization problem, we intend to simultaneously optimize multiple 

objectives. However, the three objectives might be in conflict, and the situation can arise 

that two recommendations   and   are incomparable, e.g.             , but        

       In this case, we use the Pareto-optimality (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004). A 

recommended set    is called Pareto-optimal if there does not exist another 

recommendation   such that            for all measurements            , and 

           for at least one measurement            . One common approach for 

finding such Pareto-optimal sets is scalarization (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004; Hayes, et 

al., 2007). By choosing weights        and   , we can optimize an objective function 

                          as an alternative to               . Any solution that optimizes 

     is guaranteed to be Pareto-optimal to                , and by adjusting   , our 

recommendation can take full consideration of all three aspects, but also allowing varying 
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degree of emphasis depending on user preferences
1
. In the next subsection, we prove that 

this scalarized objective function is submodular. In general, submodular function 

optimization is NP-hard (Khuller, Moss, & Naor, 1999). We then propose a greedy 

algorithm as an effective heuristic solution. 

4.3.4 A Heuristic Greedy Algorithm 

Consider an arbitrary function f that maps subsets of a finite ground set U to real 

numbers. We call that f is submodular if it shows a “diminishing returns” property: “the 

marginal gain from adding an element to a set A is at least as high as the marginal gain 

from adding the same element to a superset of A(Kempe, Kleinberg, & Tardos, 2003).” 

Formally, this submodular property can be expressed as:               

             for all elements   and all pairs of sets    . For submodular objective 

functions, greedy algorithm is frequently used for obtaining a bounded approximation 

guarantee (Nemhauser, Wolsey, & Fisher, 1978). The optimization objective in our 

recommendation problem satisfies the submodular property as well, which can be proved 

as follows. 

Theorem 1: the scalarized objective functionb(I) is submodular. 

Theorem 1.1:the set function      is submodular. 

Proof: Let    and    be two subsets of micro-blog set  , and        , such 

that              . Let   be an arbitrary micro-blog which does not belong to    

                                                 

1 In practice, we apply a Z-transformation to score vectors so that the mean and variance 

(mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1) of scores are equivalent across different categories. 
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or  ,                  . The value of                    is the 

number of posts that are in         but not in      , i.e.                     

                          .This number is at least as large as the number of posts 

that are in         but not in       : 

                                        . 

                                               

                                                

∎ Theorem 1.2:the set function       is submodular. 

Proof: Let    and    be two subsets of all micro-blogs and        , such 

that              .Let   be an arbitrary micro-blog which does not belong to   or 

  . The value of                                            

       . Therefore, the set function of RE is modular, which also satisfies the 

submodular property.∎ 

 Theorem 1.3:the set function       is submodular. 

Proof: Let    and    be two sets of micro-blogs and        , such that for 

any story    ,                 (i.e.    never takes a longer time to capture   than 

  .) Let   be an arbitrary micro-blog which does not belong to   or  . For any story 

   , there exist four possibilities: 

(1) {m} does not capture  . In this case,           ;  
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(2) {m} captures  , but not earlier than either    or   ,                 and 

                  

Under these two conditions,                    and             

       , therefore,                                                  . 

(3) {m} captures  , but not later than either    or   ,                  and 

                ;  

Under this condition,                               ,and therefore 

                                               . 

 (4)   {m} captures   earlier than    but later than   ,                  and 

                . 

Under this condition,                             and        

m=DTsM2, hence DT,sM1 m  DT,sM1>0= DT,sM2 m  DT,sM2.  

                                                  

and                                                 

According to (1)~(4),                                        . ∎ 

 As proved, three individual objectives satisfy the submodularity property. Since 

submodularity is close under nonnegative linear combinations, the new scalarized 

objective is also submodular. Intuitively, in the micro-blogging context, the submodular 

property can be understood as: reading a micro-blog after we have only read a couple of 
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blogs provides more information (and other benefits) than reading it after we have read 

more micro-blogs.  

 The submodular property can be utilized to develop a greedy hill-climbing 

algorithm which approximates the optimum of the problem to within a factor of    

    (where e is the base of the natural logarithm) (Nemhauser, et al., 1978). We have 

followed this approach and developed a greedy algorithm, illustrated in Algorithm 1. This 

algorithm starts with the empty recommendation set, and repeatedly adds a micro-blog to 

the set that maximizes the benefit score. The algorithm stops once k micro-blogs are 

selected or the incremental benefit is less than a predefined small value ε. In the next 

Section, we evaluate this diffusion-based recommendation method using a recent 

emergency case on Twitter.  

Algorithm 4.1 An Adaptive Greedy Algorithm 

Function: Greedy (S, M, k, ε, λSC, λRE, λDT)         

1 I ←∅, Δ ← + , B ← 0;  

2 While   i M\I:|I {i}|≤k and Δ>ε do 

3         i*←argmax                          

4         I←I {i*} 
5         Δ←                         

6         B←                       

7 Return I  
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4.4 An Empirical Study 

4.4.1 The H1N1 Flu Dataset 

We have collected data from Twitter.com using its API from May 10 to May 16, 

2009 during the early outbreak of H1N1 flu. We used keywords “swine flu” and “h1n1” 

to search Twitter every 15 minutes throughout the week. Each time Twitter search 

provided a maximum of 1,500 real-time messages ranked by their published time, and we 

have identified 1,034 unique accounts who had mentioned either keyword for more than 

5 times during that week. We then continued to retrieve each user's all available tweets 

(up to 3,200 historical tweets.) In our data set, for a majority of users, 3,200 tweets are 

more than adequate to cover their two months histories, which means that we were able 

to collect these users' near-complete tweets since the outbreak of H1N1 Flu (late April, 

2009.) In the end, a total of 1,308,800 tweets from the 1,034 candidate accounts were 

collected, among which 35,091 tweets contained keywords “swine flu”, or “flu”, or 

“h1n1”. We refer to these tweets as H1N1-related tweets thereafter.
2 
 

                                                 

2 The set of documents (tweets) which are relevant to the topic of interest is an essential 

input for constructing diffusions. Therefore, the task of document retrieval on the topic of 

interest is an important step of preprocessing in our recommendation framework. In many 

cases, different terms are used to describe the same topic. In our particular case study, we 

chose to use “swine flu”, “flu”, and “H1N1” as the keywords for collecting the basic pool 

of tweets, which involved a manual selection based on domain knowledge. In practice, 

the selection of relevant keywords for the same general topic could be automated using 

classic approaches from information retrieval literature such as Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). 
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Figure 4.3 A sample network extracted from Twitter 

 As we have mentioned earlier, each Twitter user u can maintain a list of friends 

and followers. For these 1,034 accounts, their friend and follower connections were also 

included in our dataset. We used a directed graph (Figure 4.3) to show the relationships 

among these candidate accounts. The graph contains 1,034 nodes and 6,876 directed links. 

(If v is a friend of u, equivalently u is a follower of v. We establish a linkage from v to u 

to indicate the direction of information flow.) By the time we had collected data, most of 

these accounts had a large community of followers. Although many of the followers were 

not included in our dataset, the resulting subgraph were still well connected, which has 

enabled the formation of diffusion.  

4.4.2 Research Design 

Our detailed experimental design can be illustrated in Figure 4.4. We first divided 

all H1N1-related tweets into two groups by their published time. Tweets timestamped 
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from Apr 26 to May 2 (week 1) were placed in the first group which would be used for 

recommendation, and the last two-week tweets (May 3 ~ May 16) were in the second 

group which would be used for evaluation.  

 

Figure 4.4 Research Design 

 For each group of tweets, we conducted a term frequency analysis after tokenizing, 

stemming, and removing stopwords. We used the common English stopword list 

provided by Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (Loper & Bird, 2002). Additional 

common words which are not helpful for distinguishing stories were also filtered out such 

as “flu” and “h1n1”. Term frequencies for tweets in Group 1 are visualized in Figure 4.5. 

In this figure, a larger font size is associated with a higher term frequency 3 . For 

simplicity, we only considered frequent terms that appeared more than or equal to 5 times.  

                                                 

3 Word cloud layout algorithm by Jonathan Feinberg, Wordle.net and IBM Research, 

http://www.wordle.net/credits. 
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Figure 4.5 Word Cloud for Tweets from Apr 26, 2009 to May 3, 2009 

 Each H1N1-related tweet was now classified into one of the two groups and was 

represented as a term frequency vector. We then implemented top-down hierarchical 

clustering techniques for story detection within each group. We first applied the K-means 

clustering algorithm provided by NLTK to partition each group of vectors into k 

segments. However, the K-means clustering did not generate stable outputs. In practice, 

we found that it would return dissimilar clustering results at each run with a given k. In 

addition, it was difficult to accurately estimate the number of clusters for different inputs. 

As a result, we set k to be a small number (e.g. k=20), so that each generated cluster 

contained tweets that represented a broad topic, and tweets about one same story were 

less likely to be separated into different clusters. These clusters were used as intermediate 

results and we applied extended Jaccard similarity to further subdivide each cluster into 

smaller ones if possible. In clustering literature, Jaccard similarity and its extensions are 

appropriate for dealing with our high-dimensional, sparse term frequency data. We 

therefore calculated the extended Jaccard similarity between every two vectors            and  

          , within each cluster, denoted by                          
                        

                                                    
(Strehl, Ghosh, & 

Mooney, 2000). These vectors can then be visualized as a complete graph, with an 
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artificial link connecting two vectors as nodes, and the similarity score being the weight 

of the link. We continued to remove those links whose weights were less than a given 

threshold, and extracted all connected components (subgraphs) of the reduced graph. 

Each connected component was viewed as a finer-level cluster. In practice, we chose the 

threshold value to be between 0.5 and 0.7. The clustering results were quite satisfying 

owing greatly to the fact that tweets are short in length. As a tweet only contains at most 

140 characters, it is typical that each tweet centers on one single news story. Additionally, 

users frequently repost stories with only minor modifications, which means a set of 

shared terms tend to be used by different users for describing one common story.  

 We subsequently selected those “important” stories in each group which had been 

posted by 3 or more distinct accounts. There were 59 and 287 important stories identified 

in group 1 and 2, respectively. Each story was stored with a rich set of metadata: users 

who posted this story, friend/follower relationships among these users, and time of 

postings. In the next step, we used these metadata to construct diffusion paths for each 

story. Various methods have been developed to identify information diffusion paths from 

the history of user interactions (Adar & Adamic, 2005; Gruhl, et al., 2004). We adopted 

the following rules to approximate a diffusion path for each news story s. (a) Explicit 

referring: in Twitter, a tweet can include the use of “RT” or “@username” to indicate that 

this tweet is a repost of one of username’s earlier tweets. As thus, if user u posted story s 

after user v did, and u referred v's username explicitly, s was then assumed to flow from v 

to u. (b) Implicit referring: according to (Adar & Adamic, 2005), if user u followed user v, 

and u frequently posted the same stories after user v did, then we assume diffusions from 

v to u. Such inferred diffusion routes can be identified by running the association rule 
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mining algorithm across all tweet clusters. (c) Unknown referring: when neither condition 

above is satisfied, we assume that u received the story from a dummy “Real World” node 

(Gruhl, et al., 2004). As a result, for both groups 1 and 2, we have obtained the 

corresponding diffusion paths for identified stories, and the benefit scores of SC, RE, and 

DT for each participant micro-blog were calculated for the tasks of recommendation and 

evaluation. Table 4.2 summarizes the major data features. 

Table 4.2 Grouping and Clustering Data 

 Group 1 Group 2 

Time Period 4/26/2009 ~ 5/2/2009 5/3/2009 ~ 5/16/2009 

Total Number of Tweets 13,416 21,679 

Term Frequency Vectors Dimension 2538-dimensional 3612-dimensional 

Number of Stories Identified 59 287 

Size of the Largest Cluster 11 17 

Average Size of the Clusters 6.17 6.84 

 

4.4.3 Evaluation Results and Discussions 

Given the recommendation objectives and the quantitative measurements of each 

micro-blog, we selected a close-to Pareto-optimal set of k=3 micro-blogs using the 

Greedy Algorithm proposed in Section 4.3.4. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

algorithm, we evaluated the algorithm against four representative user preferences.  

(a)      ,       ,      . In this setting, the total benefit score was calculated by 

placing equal emphasis on the three aspects. In other words, we intended to 

recommend micro-blogs that capture as many important news stories as possible 

at a relatively early time, and moreover, accompanied by as few irrelevant or 

spam tweets as possible.  
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(b)      ,       ,      .This setting only took SC and RE into consideration. 

Namely, late capture was acceptable.  

(c)      ,       ,      .In this setting, we exclusively focused on the coverage 

of important stories. .  

(d)      ,       ,      . In this setting, the reading effort could be 

compromised, and the aspects of SC and DT were equally weighted.  

Meanwhile, we also selected another 6 recommended sets using benchmark 

methods. The performance evaluations for all candidate sets using the news stories 

identified in Group 2 are listed in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.6.  

The candidate micro-blogs selected by our diffusion-based recommendation 

algorithm varied with user preferences, whereas in all four settings, they have obtained 

higher benefit scores than those obtained from using benchmark methods. 

“YourDNAknows”, “swineflualerts”, and “SwineFluPanic” were selected for setting (a). 

These three micro-blogs achieved a balanced performance in all three measures. In 

setting (b), by ignoring delay time, we were able to achieve even higher story coverage 

and lower reading effort, but the average time of capturing stories was delayed by more 

than two hours. When we exclusively considered the story coverage, micro-blogs 

selected in setting (c) captured the most number of stories. Incidentally, the results of 

setting (d) were identical to those obtained in (a).  

The performances of benchmark methods are also illustrated in Table 4.3 and 

Figure 4.6. As the first benchmark, we used the friend/follower graph (Figure 4.3) and 

made recommendations by the top 3 Authority/Hub scores generated by Hyperlink-
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Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999). These “authority” nodes 

delivered only moderate performances partly because their interests are narrowly 

specialized. For example, “CDCEmergency” is the official Twitter account for Centers 

for Disease Control, which only posted two original tweets on average per day without 

retweeting or commenting; “swineflu_help” is an account registered in Mexico, which 

primarily updated Mexico-related Flu stories. The performances of “hub” nodes were 

fairly similar with those of “Authority” nodes. Although these “hubs” were structurally 

important, they only played the role of good listeners rather than influential opinion 

leaders. The total number of posted tweets by the top 3 “hub” nodes in the two-week-

time-period was as low as two per day on average, despite that these top nodes followed 

many “authorities”.  

We next used Google Site Search and Twitter “Find People” to select top 3 ranked 

results using the query “swine flu.” Both search engines performed reasonably well in 

terms of SC/RE. Although the performance of each individual micro-blog selected by 

Google Site Search was satisfactory, the aggregated coverage was low due to contents 

overlap. While our algorithms tended to avoid such an overlapping in order to maximize 

the coverage. In addition, Twitter “Find People” had relatively large delays for not 

considering the temporal factor.  

Lastly, we made recommendations by using two simple heuristics. First of all, the 

top three users with the largest number of followers were “nytimes” (NYTimes.com), 

“sanjayguptaCNN” (CNN Chief Medical Correspondent) and “bbcbreaking” (Breaking 

news alerts from the BBC.) These accounts represented traditional mass media outlets, 
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whose number of followers could range from hundreds of thousands to millions. 

However, they typically published news stories covering a wide range of topics, and 

underperformed in a specific topic category such as H1N1 Flu. Another set of users were 

selected based on their total number of tweets posted in the first week. This set performed 

surprisingly well due to the highest volume of tweets, but this advantage was offset by 

the low RE scores.  

A closer observation reveals that the micro-bloggers selected by the proposed 

diffusion-based recommendation framework are not the most “popular,” “well-known,” 

“authority,” and “productive” accounts. In contrast, they are the ones who have narrower 

focus, who follow many “popular,” “well-known,” “authority,” and “productive” 

accounts, and who actively and frequently retweet interesting updates originally posted 

by their friends. Empirical results have demonstrated that these selected micro-bloggers 

play a role of efficient information aggregator and disseminator, and our proposed 

diffusion-based recommendation framework is able to identify these high quality micro-

bloggers and recommend them to information seekers in the micro-blogging community.  
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Table 4.3 Evaluation Results - Recommendation Performance 

Methods 
Story Coverage (SC) Reading Effort (RE) Delay Time (DT) Top 3 Candidates 

Selected SC Weighted SC (%) Total RE SC/RE Average (hrs) Median (hrs) 

Diffusion-

based 

λSC= 1  λRE= 1  λDT= 1 172 62.22% 785 21.91% 1.89 0.24 

'YourDNAknows', 

'swineflualerts', 

'SwineFluPanic' 

λSC= 1  λRE= 1  λDT= 0 201 72.96% 369 54.47% 4.08 1.27 

'YourDNAknows', 

'swineflulatest', 

'H1N1CDC' 

λSC= 1  λRE= 0  λDT= 0 248 87.58% 901 27.52% 3.38 0.84 

‘YourDNAknows', 

'News_SwineFlu', 

'SwineFluPanic' 

λSC= 1  λRE= 0  λDT= 1 172 62.22% 785 21.91% 1.89 0.24 

'YourDNAknows', 

'swineflualerts', 

'SwineFluPanic' 

Network-

based 

HITS (Authority) 65 21.20% 351 18.52% 3.27 0.77 

'CDCEmergency', 

'h1n1info', 

'swineflu_help' 

HITS (Hub) 26 10.70% 91 28.57% 8.68 2.35 

'swinevirus', 

'h1n1info', 

'SWINE_FLU_INFO1' 

Search-based 

Google Search 106 41.60% 564 18.79% 2.82 0.62 

'stopswineflu', 

'swineflualerts', 

'swineflu_news_' 

Twitter "Find People" 53 22.80% 331 16.01% 5.08 1.60 

'swineflubrk', 

'SwineFluTicker', 

'DrSwineFlu' 

Heuristics-

based 

# of Followers 6 2.40% 303 1.98% 1.35 0.15 

'nytimes', 

'sanjayguptaCNN', 

'bbcbreaking' 

# of Total Tweets 144 56.40% 1084 13.28% 4.33 1.18 

'h1n1swineflu', 

'swineflu2', 

'swineflualerts' 
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Figure 4.6 Evaluation Results - Benefit Score 
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In addition to benefit scores, we also evaluated the results of the proposed 

diffusion-based recommendation and the benchmark methods using another set of 

evaluation metrics. In information retrieval studies, recall and precision are two widely 

used performance measures (Makhoul, Kubala, Schwartz, & Weischedel, 1999). Recall is 

computed as the fraction of retrieved and relevant instances among all relevant instances, 

while precision is the fraction of retrieved and relevant instances among those the 

algorithm retrieves. In our study, the two metrics can be operationalized with the 

valuation metrics SC and RE. 

 The harmonic mean of recall and precision is often used to integrate the two 

measures, which is referred as the F-measure.   

We then adopted the spirit of F-measure to evaluate the micro-bloggers selected by 

the proposed diffusion-based recommendation framework and the benchmark methods. 

In addition to recall and precision, the temporal factor is another critical aspect for micro-

bloggers’ performance evaluation. Hence, we extended the definition of F-measure to 

integrate the three diffusion-based valuation criteria to evaluate selected micro-bloggers 

performance in emergency context. We define the Extended F-measure, denoted by F*, 

as the weighted harmonic mean of Recall, Precision, and Average Delay Time 
4
. 

  
*

recall precision AvgDelayTime

SC RE DT

SC RE DT

F
  

  

 


 
 

                                                 

4 Average Delay Time (DT) is normalized by max-min transformation to be scaled into 

[0,1].   
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The evaluation results are displayed in Table 4.4. Though the diffusion-based 

approach does not result in highest score for all the three dimensions (recall, precision, 

and AvgDelayTime), it outperforms benchmark methods on F* in all four parameter 

settings. 

Table 4.4 Evaluation Results - Extended F-measure (F*) 

  
Performance  

Measure Diffusion-

Based 

Approach 

Network-Based Search-Based Heuristics-Based 

Methods 
  

HITS 

(Authority)  
HITS 

(Hub)  
Google 

Search  

Twitter 

"Find 

People"  

# of 

Followers 
# of 

Tweets 

λSC= 1  

λRE= 1  

λDT= 1                          

Recall 0.599 0.226 0.091 0.369 0.185 0.021 0.502 

Precision 0.219 0.185 0.286 0.188 0.160 0.020 0.133 

AvgDelayTime 0.926 0.738 0.000 0.799 0.491 1.000 0.594 

F* 0.410 0.269 0.000 0.323 0.219 0.030 0.268 

λSC= 1  

λRE= 1  

λDT= 0 

Recall 0.700 0.226 0.091 0.369 0.185 0.021 0.502 

Precision 0.545 0.185 0.286 0.188 0.160 0.020 0.133 

AvgDelayTime 0.628 0.738 0.000 0.799 0.491 1.000 0.594 

F* 0.613 0.204 0.138 0.249 0.172 0.020 0.210 

λSC= 1  

λRE= 0  

λDT= 0 

Recall 0.864 0.226 0.091 0.369 0.185 0.021 0.502 

Precision 0.275 0.185 0.286 0.188 0.160 0.020 0.133 

AvgDelayTime 0.723 0.738 0.000 0.799 0.491 1.000 0.594 

F* 0.864 0.226 0.091 0.369 0.185 0.021 0.502 

λSC= 1  

λRE= 0  

λDT= 1 

Recall 0.599 0.226 0.091 0.369 0.185 0.021 0.502 

Precision 0.219 0.185 0.286 0.188 0.160 0.020 0.133 

AvgDelayTime 0.926 0.738 0.000 0.799 0.491 1.000 0.594 

F* 0.728 0.347 0.000 0.505 0.268 0.041 0.544 

 

Intuitively, one would consider following those popular, official accounts when 

seeking information from the micro-blogging community in emergency contexts. 

However, our evaluation has shown that there exist topic-specialized and timely-updated 

micro-blogs that are worth following. The comparison of our proposed approach with 
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other benchmark methods demonstrated that, especially in a time-critical context, the 

proposed diffusion-based recommendation framework and the proposed algorithm can 

provide useful recommendations for finding out these less popular but high quality 

micro-blogs.  

 

4.4.4 Time complexity and Scalability 

The diffusion-based recommendation framework is composed of two major 

computational steps, (1) diffusion detection, and (2) recommendation. The diffusion 

detection algorithm has a worst case time complexity of Ο(T
2
), where T is the total 

number of tweets to process. The recommendation algorithm is a Greedy Algorithm. The 

worst case time complexity of the Greedy Algorithm is Ο(knsmaxM), where k is the 

number of micro-bloggers  to recommend, n the number of keywords (combination of 

keywords) of trending topics, smax the maximum number of story diffusions detected for 

each keyword (combination of keywords), and M the size of the candidate micro-

bloggers set. Since both k and smax are usually small, the Greedy Algorithm is fairly 

efficient even for processing large number of topics and large size of networks. Hence, 

the scalability of the recommendation is largely determined by the diffusion detection 

step. In practice, the diffusion detection process can be carried out offline. When dealing 

with huge number of tweets, the computation could be handled by distributed systems to 

increase efficiency. Moreover, latest tweets could be processed incrementally to eliminate 

unnecessary computations. 
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4.5 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions 

4.5.1 Contribution 

The advance of Internet technologies has provided a wide availability of data 

sources for us to monitor and capture emerging trends and patterns (Brownstein et al. 

2009). As such, Web browsing and searching has become an important means for people 

to explore and discover such time-critical knowledge (Ginsberg et al. 2009). Meanwhile, 

Web-based social media, such as online discussion forums, blogs, and micro-blogs have 

emerged as alternative forms of rapid dissemination of information. Recent studies on 

micro-blogging have focused on the role transition of micro-blogging from a social 

communication tool into an important platform for sharing/seeking up-to-the-second 

information during emergencies. In this study, we proposed a novel diffusion-based 

micro-blogging recommendation framework, aiming to recommend micro-bloggers 

during time-critical events. We have developed a set of measures assessing the value of 

micro-bloggers from a diffusion standpoint and formulated the recommendation problem 

into a multi-objective optimization problem. We then proved the submodular property of 

the proposed recommendation objectives to solve this optimization problem, we have 

adopted a scalarization approach to reduce the dimension of the objectives. The solution 

to the alternative objective function is guaranteed to be Pareto-optimal of the original 

problem. We further developed a heuristic greedy algorithm which exploited 

submodularity to find near-optimal node selections. Though the evaluation metrics in this 

study are geared toward solving the recommendation problem in emergency response 

contexts, the underlying idea – evaluating micro-bloggers via information diffusion-based 
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metrics and formulating the recommendation task into a multi-objective optimization 

problem – could be applied to recommendations in a broader context. 

Our diffusion-based recommendation framework and the proposed algorithm were 

extensively evaluated using Twitter data collected during the early outbreak of H1N1 Flu. 

The empirical results showed that our method outperformed other benchmark approaches, 

and could achieve a more balanced and comprehensive recommendation. Moreover, the 

evaluations under different parameter settings demonstrated that our recommendation 

framework can accommodate diverse user preferences and provide customized results.  

The practical contribution of our study lies in a more user-friendly design of the 

micro-blogging platform to facilitate information seeking during emergency events. The 

proposed recommendation framework could be implemented as a function on Twitter. On 

Twitter, a snapshot of the most mentioned topics (trending topics) in the micro-blogging 

community is displayed in the sidebar of a user’s homepage.  The snapshot is generated 

based on Twitter’s proprietary algorithm (Cheong & Lee, 2009), and could be modified 

with user preferences on trending topics of the minute, day, week. In practice, our 

proposed micro-blog recommendation could work as follows: when clicking on a topic of 

interest from the trending topic, a user navigates to a list of recommended micro-bloggers. 

By following the recommended micro-bloggers the user subscribes to all their future 

updates. The idea of  taking trending topics as the set of keywords for the 

recommendation has the following advantages compared to letting users input search 

terms freely: (1) Users do not need to know the topic of interest prior to receiving the 

recommendation. This is particularly important for bursty events. It is not practical to 
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expect users to input search terms for new events they have never heard of. Hence 

leveraging the list of trending topics to navigate users for the recommendation is a more 

natural design. (2) The diffusion detection process with the list of terms in the trending 

topics is independent from users’ requests. Hence it could be carried out offline. (3) With 

the trending topics identified from tweets timeline, the system is prevented from dealing 

with potential ambiguity introduced by synonym or typo in user input. (4) Though the 

proposed implementation only provides recommendations for trending topics, it is 

reasonable to expect it could handle a majority of users’ interests due to the power-law 

distribution of user interest frequently observed in online communities. Despite the 

advantages of implementing the recommendation framework as navigation from Twitter 

trending keywords, there are still other ways to apply the proposed recommendation 

framework, such as instant search applications for contents from micro-blogging sites. 

Besides being implemented as a Twitter application, it could also be implemented as a 

third-party Web service which uses Twitter API for retrospective tweets and social 

network structure. 

It was demonstrated that the recommendations made by the proposed diffusion-

based framework is capable to push timely and relevant updates to the subscribers 

without flooding them with too many posts. In addition, more comprehensive 

recommendation could be provided with users’ input on the perceived importance on 

different dimensions including “story coverage,” “reading effort,” and “time delay.” 

From an interface design perspective, the users’ preferences may be adjusted by a slider 

control. 
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4.5.2 Future Work 

We conclude this chapter by discussing our ongoing and future work. The 

application of the proposed diffusion-based micro-blogging recommendation framework 

is not limited to the emergency context. The approach can also be applied to other time-

critical tasks. For instance, there exist a number of Twitter accounts which consistently 

post real-time financial news, such as “FTfinancenews”, “ftnewsblog”, “fnnews” among 

others. Likewise, recommendations can be made by measuring these accounts from a 

diffusion perspective. Beyond the recommendation, the diffusion-based framework could 

provide extended services such as monitoring and surveillance.    

Identifying stories from tweets is a critical stage in our recommendation framework. 

One limitation of the current study is that we detect stories solely based on the vector-

space-model. This method fails to consider the semantics (meaning) of the terms, such 

that two tweets describing one same story could be assigned into different clusters if they 

are paraphrased using different set of terms. Existing studies on semantic text clustering 

could be helpful for addressing this issue. For example, it was reported that clustering 

with semantic features outperformed the term frequency based method (Choudhary and 

Bhattacharyya 2002; Hotho et al. 2003) One of the future directions of our study is to 

integrate semantic text clustering approaches into the task of story identification such that 

more accurate diffusion patterns could be inferred to support the recommendation task.  

Another future direction of our current study is to develop new valuation criteria for 

more comprehensive recommendations. For example, users might be only interested in 

news stories occurred in locations geographically close to them. In this case, geographical 
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proximity can be developed to measure the distance between the recommended micro-

bloggers and the reader. However, by the time we had collected data, we can only extract 

self-claimed location information from public user profiles. Such data could be 

incomplete or inaccurate. In March 2010, Twitter launched its new Geolocation feature 

which enabled users to track the latitude and longitude of any tweets as long as this 

feature is activated. Should the tweet-level location data be available for analysis, future 

research could incorporate this location-related metric for more comprehensive 

recommendations.  

Last but not least, to better evaluate the perceived usefulness of the proposed 

recommendation framework, future research could conduct user study to observe user 

experience for information seeking in micro-blogging communities with diffusion-based 

recommendations.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

Online social networks have been one of the most exciting IT innovations in the 

past decade. The wide adoption of online social networks such as Facebook, LinkedIn, 

Twitter, and Google+, has changed how to live, work and interact with each other. The 

enormous growth of social networking sites and user engagement in these platforms has 

attracted significant interest from not only researchers in the computing and social 

sciences but also software and online game vendors, Web entrepreneurs, political 

analysts, and digital-government practitioners, among others (Wang, 2007; Zeng, et al., 

2007). 

The social network applications provide plentiful novel features as well as a wide 

availability of unique data sources in the forms of linkages, comments, trackbacks, tags, 

among others. The richness of information poses new challenges with the needs for 

efficient data-driven, dynamic decision making; model-driven predictive and real-time 

analysis; and parameterization and optimization over large dynamic networks. 

In my dissertation, I have primarily employed computational modeling and data 

mining approaches, to study multiple research problems on information diffusion and 

influence propagation in online social networks with marketing applications. Specifically, 

I have focused on analytics applications including information diffusion modeling, 

customer lifetime value calculation, and diffusion-based recommendation algorithms.  
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5.1 Conclusions and Contributions 

The first two studies are intended to study how social network can help to derive a 

better estimation of long term profitability of individual customers. 

 

In chapter 2, I studied the problem of CLV prediction for online social games. CLV, 

defined as the sum of cumulated cash flows of a customer over his or her entire lifetime 

with the company (V Kumar, 2008), is a measure of the worth of a customer to the firm. 

Calculation of CLV for all the customers can be the basis of formulating and 

implementing customer-centric targeting and promotion strategies. In this chapter, I first 

conducted an empirical study to show that friends’ activities can serve as significant 

indicators of a player’s CLV, including the focal player’s number of concurrent playing 

friends and the average purchase made by the friends. The empirical findings point out 

that the CLV estimation in online social gaming is considerably different from the same 

task in traditional industries such as telecommunication and banking, where data about 

interpersonal interactions is usually unavailable. Based on this observation, I proposed a 

non-linear perceptron-based online CLV prediction model considering both individual 

and friendship information. Evaluation results have shown that the model can be 

effectively used in online CLV prediction, compared against other commonly-used 

benchmark methods.  

 

The empirical findings from Chapter 2 has demonstrated that user interactions 

(friends activities) are indicative of a user's CLV, which shows that users may influence 
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each other's purchase behavior in the online social gaming context. I believe that in such 

context where customers influence each other's revenue generation, the influence cannot 

be neglected when assessing a customer's overall long term value contribution. Inspired 

by the empirical observations made in Chapter 2, I further extended the metric of 

traditional CLV in Chapter 3. Rather than treating CLV as the net contribution associated 

with a single player, I proposed the Network-based Customer Lifetime Value (NCLV) 

which incorporates personal influences on other players’ purchase as an integral part of 

this player’s life time value. The new metric introduce significant challenge on 

computation. The major challenge is to estimate influence magnitude between pairs of 

users. In the study, an Influence Factor Graph (IFG) Model was defined to address the 

influence inference problem. I then applied the proposed NCLV metric on four types of 

social games to illustrate the use of it on customer targeting. The results showed that the 

new metric can help marketing managers to achieve more profitable customer targeting.  

 

Chapter 4 presents my research work on a micro-blogging recommender system. In 

this chapter, the information overload problem was addressed in a micro-blogging 

application (Twitter.com) from a design science perspective. Micro-blogging is now 

widely accepted by public as an important source of real-time information updates, 

especially during critical emergency events. However, it is becoming increasingly 

difficult to find contents of interest from micro-blogs generated by the exponentially-

expanded micro-blogging community. On the occurrence of emergent events, the seeking 

of accurate and timely information can be even harder. I thus studied the problem of 
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navigating micro-blogging users to their desired information during emergencies. I 

proposed to deal with this problem using a “diffusion graph” that captures the 

information diffusion patterns among a large set of micro-blogs who play the role of 

news providers. As such, rather than letting users actively perform searches, the aim is to 

identify a small number of quality “news reporters” measured by various diffusion-

related scales, and to recommend them to information seekers as emergency news feeds. 

The entire recommendation process was formulated as a combinatorial optimization 

problem, for which sub-optimal results can be obtained using heuristics. I have evaluated 

this diffusion-based recommendation framework on Twitter during the early outbreak of 

H1N1 Flu. The results showed that this method resulted in more comprehensive 

recommendations satisfying multiple criteria compared to benchmark approaches. 

 

5.2 Future Direction 

This dissertation has addressed several challenges in modeling information 

diffusion and influence propagation, and leveraging information diffusion and influence 

propagation phenomenon to support system design and decision makings. This line of 

work has led to several ongoing and potential future research directions. 

 

Following the exploration in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the study on individual level 

long term profitability presents considerable opportunities for future research. 

First, in this dissertation, both the proceptron-based prediction algorithm proposed 

in Chapter 2 and the Network-Based CLV metric proposed in Chapter 3 were empirically 
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evaluated in the online social gaming context. However, neither of them is limited to the 

online social gaming context. The approach and metric can be generalized to other 

contexts where customers are engaged in repetitive purchase behaviors for consumable 

goods under non-contractual setting. Therefore, more extensive tests are needed to assess 

the generalizability of the approach and conclusion.  

Second, one of the drawbacks of Chapter 3 is that the proposed NCLV metric is that 

it assumes a static network structure. The measurement is constructed on networks with a 

fixed set of nodes, a fixed set of edges between pairs of nodes, and static tie strength 

(influence magnitude) associated with each edge. However, in reality, social network 

structure evolves over time. One future direction of this study is to extend the NCLV 

metric to adapt dynamic networks. The assumptions can be relaxed two steps. 1) 

networks with fixed nodes but dynamic structure; 2) networks with dynamic structure and 

dynamic nodes. Future work is needed to extend the NCLV metric to a more generalized 

measurement which is capable of accounting for influence value with dynamic network 

structure. The attempt of extending the NCLV metric to adapting dynamic network 

structures will introduce significant challenges on computational complexity of the 

NCLV calculation.  For future work following this direction, more efficient adaptive 

algorithm is essential for inferring the dynamic pair-wise influence matrix. 

Third, our investigation has been constrained by using retrospective data. While our 

empirical analysis using retrospective data has demonstrated that the proposed NCLV 

metric can be applied to help customer targeting, the impact of various marketing actions 

on customer value has not been explored in the analysis. In fact, the probability that a 
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customer would increase purchase level and lead to an increase in purchase level of her 

connections is likely to be dependent on the level of marketing resources directed 

towards the customer. To better understand the effectiveness of applying the proposed 

NCLV metric on customer targeting for different marketing decisions such as user 

acquisition, retention, and cross promotion, one major question to ask is whether the 

marketing actions directed to the targeted customers can actually stimulate higher long 

term value contribution from the targeted customers and their influences when all other 

drivers are similar. To answer this question, future research could conduct user study to 

observe the change of user purchase behavior and level of interactions when applying 

different marketing actions to customers targeted using NCLV metric.   

 

The current study of diffusion-based recommendation framework in Chapter 4 also 

leads to several potential research directions.  

First, in the current study, the application of the proposed diffusion-based micro-

blogging recommendation framework was applied to the emergency context. However, 

the approach is not limited to such a specific context. One natural generalization is to 

apply the proposed recommendation framework to other time-critical tasks. For instance, 

there exist a number of Twitter accounts which consistently post real-time financial news, 

such as “FTfinancenews”, “ftnewsblog”, “fnnews” among others. Likewise, 

recommendations can be made by measuring these accounts from a diffusion perspective. 

Beyond the recommendation, the diffusion-based framework could provide extended 

services such as monitoring and surveillance.    
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Second, one limitation of the current study is that we detect news stories solely 

based on the vector-space-model. This method fails to consider the semantics (meaning) 

of the terms, such that two tweets describing one same story could be assigned into 

different clusters if they are paraphrased using different set of terms. Given that 

identifying stories from tweets is a critical stage in our recommendation framework, 

future studies could explore semantic text clustering approaches to improve the story 

detection results. For example, it was reported that clustering with semantic features 

outperformed the term frequency based method (Choudhary and Bhattacharyya 2002; 

Hotho et al. 2003) One of the future directions of our study is to integrate semantic text 

clustering approaches into the task of story identification such that more accurate 

diffusion patterns could be inferred to support the recommendation task.  

Another future direction of the recommendation framework is to develop new 

valuation criteria for more comprehensive recommendations. For example, users might 

be only interested in news stories occurred in locations geographically close to them. In 

this case, geographical proximity can be developed to measure the distance between the 

recommended micro-bloggers and the reader. However, by the time we had collected data, 

we can only extract self-claimed location information from public user profiles. Such 

data could be incomplete or inaccurate. In March 2010, Twitter launched its new 

Geolocation feature which enabled users to track the latitude and longitude of any tweets 

as long as this feature is activated. Should the tweet-level location data be available for 

analysis, future research could incorporate this location-related metric for more 

comprehensive recommendations.  
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Last but not least, to better evaluate the perceived usefulness of the proposed 

recommendation framework, future research could conduct user study to observe user 

experience for information seeking in micro-blogging communities with diffusion-based 

recommendations.  
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